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ELECTRICAL IGNITION ENERGIES AND THERMAL AUTOIGNITION TEMPERATURES 
FOR EV ALUA TI NG EXPLOSION HAZARDS OF DUSTS 
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ABSTRACT 
The Bureau of Mines measured the energy requirements for the spark ig-
nition in air of Pittsburgh seam bituminous coal dust, lycopodium 
spores, and polyethylene powder with a 1.2-L furnace and 8-L and 20-L 
chambers. Thermal autoignition temperatures of the same dusts were mea-
sured in the 1.2-L furnace. Electrical ignition requirements are given 
in terms of both effective spark gap energies, Eeff' and stored circuit 
energies, 1/2 CE2. 
The measured order of electrical ignitability for the three dusts is 
consistent with the data of other researchers; however, the absolute 
values are systematically higher, probably because of higher flow and 
turbulence levels in the chambers used and lower electrical efficiency 
in the circuit used here. 
The temperature dependence of the lean limit of flammability for lyco-
podium was measured wi th the 1.2-L sys tem, and those measurements con--
firm the applicability of the modified Burgess-Wheeler law to a dust. 
Due to experimental complexities, the minimum ignition energies for 
dusts may not reflect intrinsic flammability behavior. However, some 
valuable information may be obtained from the relative ignition energies 
of various dusts at ambient and elevated temperatures. In addition, the 
concept of minimum electrical ignition energies for homogeneous gas mix-
tures is reevaluated theoretically. 
'Supervisory research chemist. 
2Electronics engineer. 
3Physicist. 
Pittsburgh Research Center, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, PA. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The probability of the occurrence of a 
fuel-air explosion in any given region of 
space is the product of the probabilities 
of two conditions that are usually mutu-
ally independent of one another. The 
first is the existence of a flammable 
volume within that space, to which is as-
cribed a probability, Pr(f). The second 
is the presence of an ignition source of 
sufficient intensity to initiate a com-
bustion wave within that volume, and its 
probability is Pr(i). The net explosion 
probability, Pr(expl) = Pr(f)Pr(i), is 
the product of these two probabilities. 
Thus, while an accurate knowledge of the 
limits of flammability of a substance is 
an essential ingredient in quantifying 
the first of these probabilities (11, 25-
26, 47),4 the ignition probability-Can~e 
Of comparable importance in obtaining a 
realistic appraisal of the total explo-
sion hazard involved in the mining, manu-
facturing, transportation, storage, and 
use of that substance. Such safety con-
cerns have motivated nume rous e xperimen-
tal and theoretical studies of the ener-
gies required for spark ignition and the 
temperatures required for thermal igni-
tion of both gases and dusts (5, 18, 26, 
28, 33, 37, 39, 48). - -- --
--The-igniti~ parameters that are gener-
ally measured are the minimum autoigni-
tion temperature (AIT) and the minimum 
spark ignition energy. Those parameters 
are essential for estimating the proba-
bility of thermal ignition, Pr(i,t), or 
the probability of electrical ignition, 
Pr(i,spark), in any given physical sys-
tem. This report will present the data 
obtained for both the thermal and elec-
trical ignition probability for three 
dusts: Pittsburgh seam bituminous coal, 
lycopodium, and polyethylene. Also to be 
considered is the theoretical problem of 
predicting spark ignition energies for 
both gases and dusts. Finally, this re-
port contains a consideration of the 
spark ignitability parameters that are 
4Underlined numbers in parentheses re·-
fer to items in the list of references 
preceding the appendix. 
most appropriate to use in assessing 
practical explosion hazards. 
Before the data are presented and dis-
cussed, it is important to consider the 
format and context in which the ignita-
bility data will be presented. That for-
mat, an example of which is shown in fig-
ure 1, helps to clearly distinguish the 
differences between the aforementioned 
probabilities: the first probability 
dealing with the existence of a flammable 
volume, and the second dealing with the 
main subject of this report, i.e., the 
probability of the ignition of that flam-
mable volume. The relationship will be 
considered generally in the form of a 
thermodynamic abstraction and then in 
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concrete terms using the specific example 
shown in figure 1. 
The abstraction to be used is the clas-
sical one of thermodynamic state-space 
(~). The domain of all thermodynamic 
states available to any uniform mixture 
of fuel in air is describable by an n-
dimensional space whose independent vari-
ables are the initial temperature, T, the 
initial pressure, p, and the initial com-
position variables such as the mol frac-
tions (Xl's). The flammability range of 
any uniform mixture is describable as 
some limiting surface in that thermody-
namic state-space. That surface or dis-
continuity separates a domain of flame 
propagation within it from a region out-
side it where flame propagation is not 
possible. Thus, on the inside of the 
surface Pr(f) = 1, whereas on the outside 
of the surface Pr(f) = O. That mathemat-
ical surface is the flammability limit 
surface which describes a real disconti-
nuity in the ,combustion behavior of any 
system in its earthly environment. The 
thermodynamic states on the outside of 
the discontinuity are "nonflammable" or 
"nonexplosiveo" 
For example, consider the usual de-
scription of lean (lower) and rich (up-
per) limits of flammability at room tem-
perature and atmospheric pressure. It 
should be recognized that those composi-
tion limits are merely two points on the 
flammability limit surface. The isobaric 
plane at p = 1 atm and the isothermal 
plane at T = 25° C intersect in a line. 
The intersection of that line with the 
flammability limit surface defines those 
two .points: the one is the lean limit at 
room temperature and atmospheric pres-
sure, and the other is the rich limit at 
that same temperature and pressure. 
Clearly, there are many other impo~·tant 
"points" or curves on the surface or 
boundary that defines the domain of flam-
mable thermodynamic states. A given mix-··· 
ture that is nonflammable at atmospheric 
pressure can become flammable at an ele-
vated pressure. The total pressure at 
which such a mixture becomes flammable is 
thus also a limit of flammability. Simi-
larly, a mixture that is nonflammable at 
some low initial temperature may become 
flammable at an elevated temperature. 
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That too is a limit of flammability. 
Finally, consider the temperature depen-
dences of the lean or rich limit composi-
tions: those are important "curves" on 
the flammability limit surface. 
A concrete example is shown in figure 
1, which is the temperature versus dust 
concentration cross section from the 
thermodynamic state-space of the system 
taken at the constant pressure plane of 1 
atm for fine Pittsburgh seam coal dust in 
air. Curve (f) is the best estimate of 
the intersection of the flammability lim-
it surface with the l-atm constant pres-
sure plane. To the left and below it, 
the dust is nonflammable and Pr(f) = 0; 
to the right and above it, Pr(f) = I. 
That dot-dashed contour is drawn from the 
measured datum point at 25° C. It is ex-
tended to elevated temperatures according 
to the modified Burgess-Wheeler law (47). 
For all states of the system below an~to 
the left of that contour, the explosion 
probability Pr(expl) = 0 because the 
probability of a flammable volume Pr(f) = 
O. Above and to the right of that con-
tour the mixtures are all flammable and 
the explosion probability becomes equal 
to the ignition probability; that is, 
Pr(expl) = Pr(f)Pr(i) = Pr(i). 
It should be clearly understood that 
the precondition for determining whether 
propagation can occur in a system is the 
requirement that a combustion wave be 
present initially. Thus the ignition 
source used to measure whether or not a 
given thermodynamic state is flammable 
must always be strong enough to initiate 
the normal combustion wave. That wave 
must first exist before one can test 
whether it is capable of propagating 
freely into the medium under study. In 
practice, that condition is satisfied 
most simply by increasing the energy of 
the ignition source until the measured 
limit of flammability is independent of 
the strength of the ignition source. 
Thus, the true flammability limit surface 
corresponds, conceptually, to the propa-
gation discontinuity measured with an es-
sentially unlimited ignition energy in a 
system of infinite volume. Curve (f) 
represents a constant pressure contour on 
that surface. 
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The upper curve in figure 1 labeled 
(i,t) is the thermal autoignition curve 
measured at ambient pressure in a 
constant-temperature furnace (9). The 
data obtained to delineate that curve 
will be presented later. All regions 
above and to the right of that upper 
curve are regions where the explosion 
probability Pr(expl) = 1. Explosion is 
certain in that region of state-space be-
cause the probability of the existence of 
a flammable volume, Pr(f), and the proba-
bility of thermal autoignition, Pr(i,t), 
are both unity. 
In the region between the two curves, 
although the mixtures are flammable, they 
are not thermally autoignitable. How-
ever, if any external energy source is 
simultaneously present while the system 
is in that intermediate region of state-
space, then the explosion probability be-
comes equal to the ignition probability 
from that external source. The specific 
external ignition source to be considered 
in this report is the electric spark, and 
data will be presented for this interme-
diate zone in which Pr(expl) = Pr (i, 
spark). The spark ignitability domains 
will be delineated in this intermediate 
zone as a function of spark energy. 
Clearly, fuels that are easily ignited by 
electric sparks will be characterized by 
ignitability curves that lie close to the 
lower curve (f), so that their ignitabil-
ity domain includes a large portion of 
the intermediate zone. However, curves 
for fuels that are difficult to ignite by 
electric sparks will have ignitability 
curves that tend to approach the upper 
curve (i,t), so that ignitability domain 
includes only a small fraction of the in-
termediate zone. 
The two quantities that conveniently 
describe the main flammability and ther-
mal autoignitability characteristics for 
any dust mixture are defined in figure 1. 
The one is the lean flammability limit at 
room temperature, which is sometimes re-
ferred to as the minimum explosive con-
centration. The other is the minimum 
autoignition temperature (AIT), which is 
sometimes referred to as the minimum 
cloud ignition temperature. The minimum 
AIT is usually approached only at high 
dust concentrations. The data to be pre-
sented in this report are the spark ig-
nitability curves, to be delineated in 
the intermediate region between the upper 
and lower curves as a function of the ef-
fective energy of the spark. 
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APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
1.2-L FURNACE 
The majority of the thermal autoigni-
tion and spark ignition data to be re-
ported here were obtained with a 1.2-L 
furnace. Additional spark ignition data 
were obtained in 8-L and 20-L chambers. 
The furnace and its dust dispersion sys-
tem were described in detail in an earli-
er report (10). A schematic of the 1.2-L 
furnace and~he dust dispersion recepta-
cle are shown in figure 2. In normal 
operation, a glass, microfiber filter di-
aphragm is placed in a holder on the top 
of the furnace. The dust to be tested is 
placed in the dispersion receptacle, 
which is inserted quickly into the bottom 
of the furnace. A 30-ms air pulse that 
sends about 100 cm3 of air from the dis-
persion tank into the furnace generates a 
fairly uniform dust cloud in the furnace. 
The earlier report presented data on the 
uniformity of the temperature distribu-










FIGURE 2. - Vertical cross section of the 1.2-L fur -
nace used to measure thermal and spark ignitability. 
homogeneity of the dust dispersion. Also 
described were the criteria used to de-
cide whether the test mixture was ther-
mally ignitable under a given set of ini-
tial conditions. The same criteria (rup-
ture of the diaphragm at the top of the 
furnace and flame emitting outward) were 
used to decide whether a test mixture was 
electrically ignitable. As indicated in 
figure 2, four additional access holes 
pass into the 1.2-L furnace. Two of 
those holes are used for thermocouples. 
One, a 12.5-mil (318-~m) Chromel-Alumel5 
thermocouple, is located at the wall of 
the furnace and is used to control the 
5Reference to specific 
not imply endorsement by 
Mines. 
products does 
the Bureau of 
5 
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FIGURE 3. - Thermocouple traces of the temperature 
within the 1.2-L furnace during the dispersion of 
130 g/ m3 of coal dust at increasing initial furnace 
temperatures. 
furnace temperature. The other, a I-mil 
(2S-~m) platinum-rhodium thermocouple, is 
positioned near t.he center of the furnace 
and is used to measure the rapid changes 
in the temperature of the dust-air mix-
ture at ignition. 
Some examples of the thermal ignitabil-
ity data are shown in figure 3. Figure 
3A is the temperature trace measured with 
the I-mil thermocouple for a dust concen-
tration of 130 g/m3 of Pittsburgh seam 
pulverized coal dispersed through the 
bottom into the furnace. Reference to 
figure 1 shows that while 130 g/m3 at 
T = 500 0 C is in the flammable domain, it 
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is not thermally autoignitable . Thus , 
there is no ignition, the measured tem-
perature remains relatively constant, and 
no explosion is observed. Figure 3B is 
the 1-mil thermocouple trace for the same 
dust concentration of 130 g/m3 but at the 
higher temperature o f 600 0 c. Reference 
to figure 1 shows that that point in 
concentration-temperature space is just 
above the thermal ignitability curve so 
that it is in a region that is both flam-
mable and thermally autoignitable. The 
thermocouple trace in figure 3B shows 
this quite clearly . There is initially a 
small drop in temperature as the dust and 
air at room temperature are dispersed in-
to the hot furnace. The temperature soon 
returns to the set temperature of the 
furnace, and at 0.9 s after the disper-
sion pulse there is a rapid increase in 
temperature, indicating autoignition of 
the dust o The explosion ruptures the di-
aphragm at the top of the furnace, and 
flame is emitted from the vented top. 
The final trace, figure 3C, is for the 
same dust concentration of 130 g/m3 but 
at an even higher initial furnace temper-
ature of 800 0 C. That combination of 
concentration and temperature is ~.,ell 
within the domain where the explosion 
probability is unity. The thermocouple 
trace in figure 3C shows the same initial 
cooling as the cold dust and air are in-
jected into the furnace. In this case, 
however, thermal autoignition occurs even 
before the mixture reaches the initial 
furnace temperature. Since the furnace 
temperature substantially exceeds the 
autoignition temperature, the ignition in 
figure 3C occurs at virtually the instant 
the dust is dispersed. In this case the 
propagation rate is very rapid and the 
thermocouple measures a burned-gas tem-
perature of over 2,000 0 C just before 
those gases vent through the burst dia-
phragm. The vented system quickly cools 
down to the oven temperature. 
For measurements of the electrical ig-
nition probability at various energies, 
the two additional access holes were used 
for spark electrodes. The electrodes 
were located near the center of the fur-
nace, as shown in figure 4. Details of 
the electrode spacing and the circuit 
used to store the electrical energy to be 
deposited into the spark are described in 
the "Effective Spark Energies" section. 
A simplified version of that circuit is 
also shown in figure 4. A capacitor of 
capacitance C is charged to a potential E 
and then discharged through a high-
voltage, step-up transformer, producing a 
spark at the electrode gap in the fur-
nace. The stored electrical energy is 
1/2 CE2, and the fraction that is depos-
ited into the gas is measured independ-
ently, as described in the "Effective 
Spark Energies" section. 
Examples of the thermocouple tempera-
ture measurements made during the spark 
ignitability tests are shown in figure 5. 
In both cases the coal dust concentration 
E 
Spark gap 





FIGURE 4 .• Schematic of electric spark ignition cir-
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FIGURE 5. - Thermocouple traces of the temperature 
within the 1.2 -L furnace during the dispersion of 130 
g/ m 3 of coal dust at the same initial temperature of 
500 0 C, but at two different spark energ ie s. 
was 130 g/m3 and the initial furnace tem-
perature was 500 0 C. The temperature 
trace observed for that combination of 
dust concentration and temperature in the 
absence of a spark has already been shown 
in figure 3A. That combination is not 
thermally autoignitable. However, the 
trace in figure 5A shows that an explo-
sion occurs in the presence of a spark 
whose effective energy (to be defined 
later) is about 1.4 J. 
The data in figure 5B are for the same 
concentration and temperature but for a 
lower effective spark energy of 0.26 J. 
There is no explosion and the trace is 
essentially similar to that in figure 3A 
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because the ignition energy is now insuf" 
ficient to ignite the mixture even though 
it is flammable. 
8-L AND 20-L CHAMBERS 
Spark ignitability data at room temper-
ature were also obtained in 8-L and 20-L 
chambers. These systems, which were 
routinely used for measuring flammability 
limits for dusts, were fitted with spark 
electrodes attached to an electrical ig-
nition circuit similar to that shown in 
figure 4. The details of the design and 
operation of the 8-L chamber have already 
been described in detail (25, 27). 
The 20-L chamber is an improved version 
of the 8-L chamber and is shown in fig-
ures 6 and 7. Optical dust probes (8, 
.10, 27, 34) are used to measure the dust 
dispersion uniformity. Six bolts secure 
the hinged top, which can be opened easi-
ly to load the dust (by unscrewing the 
dispersion nozzle) into the reservoir. 
The chamber is preevacuated to 0.14 atm 
absolute, and the dust is dispersed by a 
0.3-s blast of air at 14 atm. This dis-
persion air ejects the dust through the 
nozzle and disperses it throughout the 
chamber while raising the pressure back 
to 1 atm absolute. The spark electrodes 
are located near the center of the cham-
ber (shown as the ignition point on the 
figures), and the spark is energized at 
0.1 to 0.5 s after the end of the air 
dispersion pulse. The pressure trans-
ducer measures the resulting explosion 
pressure. The criterion for ignition is 
a pressure ratio (maximum explosion pres-
sure divided by pressure at ignition) of 
2 or, equivalently, a pressure rise of 
about 1 atm. The oxygen sensor in figure 
7 can be used to measure the residual ox-
ygen content in the chamber after the 
explosion. 
DATA 
PROPERTIES OF THE DUSTS 
The properties of the three dusts whose 
electrical ignitability properties were 
studied are given in table 1 in order of 
increasing volatility. The surface and 
mass mean diameters, Ds and Dw, were cal-
culated from Coulter counter C.~) particle 
size analyses. The proximate and ulti-
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FIGURE 6 . - Vertical c ross s ect ion of 20-L chamber 
used to measure spark ignitability. 
Scale, em 
FIGURE 7. - Horizontal cross sect ion of 20-L chamber. 
TABLE 1. - Pr operties of the three dusts 
Mean diameter , ~m : 
Ds · . ........ .. ....... . 
Dw· ............... .. . . 
Proximate analysis , pct : 
Volatiles •• ••••••• •• •• 
Moisture ••• ••••••••••• 
Fixed carbon ••• • •••••• 
As h • • • •• • • • • • •• ••••••• 
Ultimate analysis (ash-
free), pct: 
c ••••• •••• ••• •••••• ••• 
H • •••• •••• • •••••• • •••• 
N ••• ••••••••• • • ••• •••• 
o ••••• •••••• ••• ••••••• 
S •• ••• •••• ••• • ••• •••• • 
H:C ratio •••• • •..••••••• 
Heat ing value , cal/g: 
Total ••••••••• • ••••• •• 
Volatile • •• •••••••• ••• 
De nsity •••••••••• g/cm3 •• 















































were obtained using standard tgst methods 
(1, 45). 
-The- first column is minus 200-mesh 
Pittsburgh seam bituminous coal, which is 
37 pct volatile and has the lowest H: C 
ratio (0.80) of the three dusts. Lycopo-
dium powder is a naturally occurring 
plant spore with an H:C ratio of 1.72. 
It contains a substantial amount of oxy-
gen atoms in its structure together with 
a small amount of nitrogeno Some 85 pct 
of the lycopodium mass volatilizes upon 
pyrolysis, leaving a char ("fixed car-
bon") and ash residue of only about 13 
pct of its original mass, The third col-
umn is the almost completely volatili-
zable polyethylene. It is a saturated, 
aliphatic hydrocarbon with an empirical 
formula of (CH2 )n and an H:C ratio of 
1.98. It contains no aromatic struc-
tures, almost no "fixed carbon" residue 
after pyrolysis, and no ash, oxygen, sul-
fur, or nitrogen. 
Figure 8 shows scanning electron micro-
scope photographs of the three dusts in 
their original, unreacted condition. The 
lycopodium structure is the most inter-
esting one, as can be seen in figures Be 
and 8D. It has a remarkably uniform par-
ticle diameter of about 27 ~m. Its shape 
and porous outer structure reveal its 
natural orlgln. The porous structure 
gives a particle density of approximately 
0.8 g/cm3 • The polyethylene in figures 
8E and 8F shows a range of sizes; the in-' 
dividual particles are usually rounded. 
The coal dust used is shown in figures 8A 
and 8B; the particles have a range of 
sizes and sharp edges and corners. 
THERMAL AUTOIGNITION DATA 
Before presenting the data on spark ig-
nition, it is necessary to accurately de-
fine the intermediate domain of initial 
temperatures and concentrations within 
which these measurements are made. That 
intermediate domain corresponds to mix-
tures that are flammable but not thermal-
ly autoignitable. As indicated in the 
introduction, it is the domain in figure 
1 between the curve (f) and the curve 
(i,t) within which the explosion proba-
bility, Pr(expl), is equal to the spark 




FIGURE 8 ... Scanning electron microscope photo-
graphs of Pittsburgh coal dust, lycopod ium, and 
polyethylene at two magnificat·ions . 
q 
this section , the data from the 1.2- L 
furnace used to delineate the thermal 
autofgniton curve (i,t) will be presented 
for the three dusts listed in table 1. 
The autoignition data for minus 200-
mesh Pittsburgh seam bitumin ous coal 
(Ds = 23 ~m) are shown in figure 9 . The 
minimum autoignition temperature is near 
5600 C. That value is significantly 
higher than the values fo r the other two 
dusts ; therefore the coal is more diffi-
cult to ignite thermally. It is less ig-
nitable because of its lower volatility 
and its lower rate of devolat i lization in 
the temperature ranges of interest . All 
concentrations above the thermal autoig-
nition curve (solid line) ignite sponta-
neously. Concentrations below that curve 
..... 
10 
do no t i gnite spontaneously even though 
they may be f lammable. 
The lean flammability limit is also 
shown as the dot-dashed curve in figure 
9. It is e x trapolated from the lean 
flammability limit datum point at 25° C 
to elevated temperatures according to the 
modified Burge ss--Wheeler (B"W) law. That 
lean limit datum point. of 130 g/m3 was 
measured at room temperature in the 8-L 
and 20-L chambers using a strong ignition 
source of four chemical matches (~, 
27). 
--The B-W law will be derived in detail 
in a subsequent section. Here the empir-
ical B-W law for dusts is given without 
derivation as 
[1 - 0.000721 (T-T o) 1, (1) 
where CT is the lean flammability limit 
at any temperature T (in degrees Celsius) 
and C2 5 is the lean flammability limit at 
room temperature, To = 25° C. As can be 
seen from figure 9, the lean flammability 
limi t and the rmal au toigni tion curves ap ' " 
proach one another at elevated tempera--
tures. At those e levated temperatures it 
would appear that all flammable mixtures 
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FIGURE 9. - Thermal autoignition data for minus 
200-me s h Pitts burgh coal dust in the 1.2-L furnace. 
Also shown in figu r e 9 a r e some autoig-
nition data at very high coal dust con-
centrations. There is very little upward 
curvature until concentrations exceed 
1,500 g/m3 • The upward curvature may be 
suggestive of the eventual existence of a 
rich limit of flammability at much higher 
dust concentrations. 
The autoignition data for lycopodium 
powder are shown in figure 10. The mini-
mum autoignition temperature, which is 
approached asymptotically at high dust 
concentrations, is 420° C. A lean flam-
mability limit curve based on the B-W law 
extrapolated from the lean flammability 
limit measurement at room temperature in 
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FIGURE 11. - Thermal autoign ition data for 
po Iyethy lene. 
The autoignition data for the Ds = 26 
~m polyethylene are presented in figure 
11. The minimum autoignition temperature 
is estimated to be about 395 0 C. The 
solid upper curve is the thermal autoig-
nition curve. All concentrations and 
temperatures above and to the right ig-
nite spontaneously. The concentrations 
below that curve do not ignite spontan-
eously even though they may be flammable. 
The dot-dashed curve is the flammability 
limit curve extrapolated from the room 
temperature datum point of 45 ± 5 g/m3 , 
which is the lean flammability limit con-
centration for polyethylene in air at am-
bient temperature measured in the 8-L 
chamber (25) using a four-match ignitor. 
It is interesting to compare the heat- -
ing values in table 1 with the minimum 
AIT's for the three dusts. Coal's total 
heating value in table 1 is less than 
that of polyethylene but similar to that 
of lycopodium; however, that total heat-
ing value is somewhat misleading. The 
coal's total heating value includes con- --
tributions from both the volatiles and 
the char, whereas in reality the char 
makes no significqnt contribution to the 
reaction exothermicity on the time scale 
required for ignition and flame propaga-
tion in explosions. The heating values 
of both the coal and lycopodium are also 
calculated on the basis of the volatiles' 
contributions in table 1. On that basis, 
the coal heating value is much less than 
that for lycopodium. The coal is the 
most difficult to ignite because the ef-
fective exothermicity of its volatiles 
per unit mass of dust is also the lowest. 
The measured AIT's vary consistently with 
the respective volatile heating values 
for all three dusts. 
EFFECTIVE SPARK ENERGIES 
With the thermal autoignitability and 
flammability curves delineated in figures 
9, 10, and 11, it is possible to measure 
the spark ignitability in the intermedi-
ate domain. As indicated earlier, the 
intermediate domain corresponds to states 
of the system that are flammable but not 
thermally autoignitable. In the presence 
of an exter nal ignition source such as a 
11 
spark, the e xplosion probability in this 
region is equal to the ignition probabil-
ity. Thus, in the intermediate domain, 
in the presence of a spark ignition 
source, the presence or absence of a mea---
sured explosion can be directly attribut-
able to that ignition source and its 
energy level or strength. Before the 
spark ignition data can be presented in a 
meaningful way, it is first necessary to 
measure and control the strength of that 
external electrical source . 
The following derivation defines that 
quantity, the effective spark energy, 
€etf. It is the energy available to ini-
tiate the combustion process in a test 
mixture whose electrical ignitability is 
to be measured. Note that, for refer-
ence, all of the algebraic symbols used 
are defined in the appendix. 
Electrical energy, stored in that ex-
ternal circuit, is deposited into that 
spark gap in the form of an electron-ion 
avalanche discharge. The discharge oc-
curs when the high voltage applied be-
tween the electrodes generates an elec-
tric field of sufficient intensity to 
break down the gas mixture in the gap and 
cause it to conduct. While it is rela-
tively easy to measure the stored elec-
trical energy, it is much more difficult 
to measure or control the fraction of 
that energy that is really available to 
initiate the combustion process in the 
test mixture. 
Consider a small, initial channel vol-
ume, vI' through which an electrical dis -
charge is to pass. The channel volume is 
typically of cylindrical shape between 
two spark electrodes. It is initially at 
ambient temperature, To, but when the 
spark is discharged through the elec-
trodes, that channel volume is heated to 
some elevated temperature T t as a result 
of the deposition of energy, EI , from the 
external electrical circuit. The heating 
of that volume results in its expansion 
to a larger volume, v f • Since no mass is 
added by the deposited spark energy, E I , 
and since the typical time constant for 
the discharge of energy in the electron-
avalanche process is much shorter than 
the time required for the thermal energy 
dissipation process between the channel 
12 
volume and its surroundings, it is as-
sumed that the final volume of the heated 
channel can be obtained from the initial 
volume by the ideal gas law. If the dis-
sociated and ionized fraction in the 
final discharge volume is small, the 
average molecular weight remains un-
changed, and 
(Tf + 273) 
(To + 273) (2) 
Now the spark electrodes are located 
within a test chamber whose total initial 
volume is large and fixed at Vo. The 
initial channel volume, v" and the final 
spark channel volume, vf' are both much 
smaller than the total test chamber vol-
ume, Vo. That total test chamber volume 
is composed of the spark volume and a 
surrounding, "unaffected" volume, V u. 
Since Vo is constant, 
(3) 
where (V u )' is the "unaffected" initial 
volume and (Vu)f is the "unaffected" fi-
nal volume. Naturally, the expansion of 
the spark volume from v, to vf results in 
a small pressure rise, ~p, within the 
test chamber volume. Thus the surround-
ing volume, (V u) T, is not completely "un-
affected" because that small pressure 
rise results in its compression into a 
somewhat smaller volume, (Vu)f. However, 
since v f « Vo , the pressure rise ~p is 
very small compared to the initial ambi-
ent pressure Po; that is, ~p « po. 
Now the deposited spark energy, E" ap-
pears in at least two forms: as thermal 
energy within the final spark volume, v f , 
and also as the work of compression of 
the "unaffected" or surrounding volume, 
(V u)'. For the moment, it will be as-
sumed that the energy lost by radiation 
and by the possible shock wave from the 
spark volume is small compared to the 
thermal energy and the work of compres-
sion. Thus 
£eff + w, (4) 
where £eff is the thermal energy wlthin 
the spark volume and w is the work done 
by that spark volume as it expands and 
compresses its surroundings. By using a 
thin paper test object suspended close to 
the spark volume, Eckhoff and Enstad were 
able to demonstrate the reality of the 
pressure force generated by the spark 
volume expansion (13-14). The measured 
deflection of such-a~allistic pendulum 
is a direct reflection of the pressure 
force which compresses the surrounding 
volume. That work of compression is, 
however, so diluted throughout that sur-
rounding volume, Vu , that the temperature 
rise in the surroundings is trivial. It 
is only the thermal energy within the 
spark volume that is sufficiently concen-
trated to ignite the test mixture, and 
accordingly that thermal energy is also 
defined as the effective spark energy, 
£eff. The work portion, w, is incapable 
of igniting the mixture, but it does gen-
erate a measurable pressure rise, ~p. 
That work of compression is equal to the 
work done by the spark volume in expand-
ing from v, to vf, and since ~p « Po' 




J c(T) dT + Po (vf - v,), 
To 
(5) 
where c(T) is the heat capacity of the 
ignition volume in the spark channel and 
the integral is taken from its initial 
temperature, To, to its final tempera-
ture, Tf • 
T
f 
= c(Tf Now let J c(T) dT - To) 
To 
where the quantity c is some effective 
heat capacity that is proportional to the 
gas constant, R, with a proportionality 






number of the degrees of freedom (trans-
lational, rotational, and vibrational) 
available to the atoms or molecules with-
in the spark volume. Substituting equa-




According to the ideal gas law, 
_ R(T o + 273) h Po - , were the volumes are 
vI 
expressed per unit mol. Hence, 
From equation 3 
v f - v I = t.v 
Now from the ideal gas law, 
V = R(T + 273) and under isothermal 
p 
conditions, 
t.V = - R(T \ 273) t.p. 
p 
(8) 
-t. V u • 
(9) 
For the "unaffected" surroundings, the 
compression is approximately isothermal 
and hence 
-(t.V ) '" R(To + 273) t.p '" vf - vI' (10) 
u Po 2 
Substituting equation 10 into equation 8 
gives 
R 
(To + 273) t.p 
Po 
(11) 
It should be noted from the derivation 
that 
Thus E e f f = E I - V ot. P = ( f ) V ot. P • ( 12) 
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For a monatomic gas v 3 and 
Ee f f 1.5 V ot.p. (13) 
For a diatomic gas v 5 and 
Eeff 2.5 V ot.p. (14) 
In several earlier ignition studies, 
the Vot.p parameter was used to measure 
the strength of various ignition sources. 
One source that was convenient for dusts 
that are very difficult to ignite was a 
pyrotechnic or chemical match, and data 
were reported for arrays of such matches 
(~, 27). The chemical match differs 
from the spark because it also results in 
the addition of mass into the test vol-
ume, Vo ' and the energy added is not as 
confined in space as for the spark. Ac-
cordingly, if mass is added, as with an 
electric match, Eeff may be a different 
multiple of the measured Vot.p factor than 
is indicated in equation 14. For elec-
tric sparks in air, there is no mass 
addition, and equation 14 should be ap-
plicable since air is predominantly a 
diatomic gas eous medium. 
The data obtained for two test volumes 
-are shown in figures 12 and 13. The mea-
sured effective spark energies, Eeff = 
2.5 Vot.p, are plotted as a function of 
capacitance for three spark gap dis-
tances. Figure 12 is for a test volume 
of Vo = 0.147 L, and figure 13 is for 
Vo = 0.379 L. The data in both figures 
are for an input voltage of E = 300 V 
discharged through a high-voltage trans-
former (rated at 15-kV output for 277-V 
ac input). The data show that for a given 
stored electrical energy, 1/2 CE2, the 
effective spark energy, Eeff' increases 
almost llnearly with increasing gap dis-
tance for distances up to 8 mm. Above 
some critical gap distance, however, the 
electric field strength is no longer high 
enough to obtain a reliable spark dis-
charge. The Eeff curves tend to vary 
linearly with capacitance, C, at low C 
values, but eventually level off at high-
er C values. It would appear that some 
fraction of the stored charge is neces-
sary to generate the electron avalanche 
in the discharge volume and to initiate 
14 
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FIGUR E 12. - Effective spark energies as a function 
of capac·itance for a test volume of 0.147 L at a charg-
ing potential of 300 V. 
and establish the arc and glow discharge. 
That fraction appears efficiently in 
£eff; however, once the conducting chan-
nel is well established between the elec-
trodes, the gap impedance becomes low and 
the additional charge that may remain on 
the capacitor then tends to be dissipated 
more in the external circuitry than in 
the discharge gap. The larger the dis-
tance between the electrodes, the larger 
the fraction of the charge that can ap-
pear as £eff. A limit is reached when 
the gap distances are so large that the 
electric field strength becomes too low 
to initiate the breakdown avalanche or to 
maintain it effectively. The efficiency 
of transfer of the stored electrical en-
ergy, 1/2 CE2, into effective ignition 
energy, £eff' may be defined as 
efficiency (pct) 
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FIGURE 13. - Effect ive spark energies as a function 
of capac itan c e fo r a test volume of 0.379 L at a c harg-
ing potential of 300 V. 
Lines of constant efficiency are also 
drawn in figures 12 and 13. It is clear-
ly impossible for 100 pct of EI to appear 
as £eff' since a fraction of the deposit-
ed energy must appear as the work of com-
pression for the unaffected volume sur-
rounding the spark volume. From equation 
11, for a diatomic gas with v = 5, one 
obtains EI = 3.5 VoAp. Since only 2.5 
VoAp can appear as £eff' the maximum pos-
sible efficiency of conversion of stored 
electrical energy to effective ignition 
energy is 100 (2.5/3.5) = 71.4 pct even 
if there are no losses in the electrical 
circuit. The measured efficiencies fall 
well below that maximum value. The larg-
est measured efficiency values in figure 
13 occur for the largest gap distance of 
8 mm at low capacitance values. That me-
asured efficiency of about 35 pct for 
those conditions indicates that about 
half of the maximum possible effective 
energy has appeared in the discharge 
volume . The remaining energy was p r ob-
ably dissipated as heat in the external 
circuitry (transformer, leaks, etc.), as 
heat at the electrodes, as shock energy, 
or as radiant energy absorbed by the 
walls. Comparison of the data in figure 
12 for a test volume of Vo 0.147 L with 
the data in figure 13 for a larger test 
volume of Vo = 0.379 L shows some sensi-
tivity to test volume at the smaller gap 
distances. Such a dependence on test 
volume is unexpected on the basis of the 
analysis presented earlier in equations 2 
to 14 . 
Additional data were obtained in larger 
test volumes, and the data from the four 
test volumes for a fixed gap distance of 
6 mm are summarized in figure 14. The 
smaller energy sparks had to be tested in 
the smaller volumes in order to obtain a 
measurable pressure rise. The highest 
energy sparks gave measurable pressure 
rises in volumes up to 20.2 L. In gen-
eral, the measured £eff was larger in the 
larger volumes for any given electrical 
energy, This sensitivity to test volume 
decreased as larger volumes were used. 
In the spark ignitability dat~ to be pre-
sented in the following section, the 
spark energies will be specified in terms 
of the values for £eff = 2.5 Vo~p mea-
sured in the largest volume in which the 
























FIGURE 14. - Effect iv e spark energies as a function 
of stored electrical energy for several test volumes and 
charging potentia Is. 
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The max imum measured efficiency of con---
version from stored electrical energy to 
effective spark energy ranges from 25 to 
60 pct. That maximum efficiency is ap-
proached at the lower energies, which 
correspond to the lower capacitances. At 
the higher energies or capacitance, the 
efficiency of conversion drops dramat-
ically for reasons to be discussed. Even 
though more charge may be available at 
the higher capacitance values, that addi-
tional charge is transferred through the 
system only after the electron avalanche 
discharge has been created and the arc 
and glow discharges have been establish-
ed. By that time the gap resistance may 
be so low that additional stored energy 
is deposited less effectively into the 
discharge gap. 
A few of the data points in figure 14 
at an electrical energy of 0.1 to 0.3 J 
show higher efficiencies. These data are 
for oil-filled capacitors, which are more 
efficient at transferring charge through 
the transformer to the spark gap than the 
polarized electrolytic capacitors used 
for most of the data. 
All of the data in figu~e 14 are for 
£eff = 2.5 Vo~p measured at room tempera-
ture in air. In some separate experi-
ments £eff was measured for sparks at 
elevated temperatures. For the lower en-
ergy sparks with an initial room tempera-
ture £eff of 0.004 to 0.3 J, the effi-
ciency at 100 0 C decreased to about 40 to 
50 pct of its initial value. For the 
higher energy sparks, the decline in ef-
ficiency with temperature was much less. 
The efficiency of some high-energy 
sparks was also tested in the presence of 
dust dispersed in the 20-L chamber. 
Using KHC03 (a dust which decomposes but 
is nonflammable), the spark efficiency at 
500 g/m3 decreased to about 65 pct of its 
initial value; at 1,000 g/m3 , it de-
creased to 40 pct. Other dusts which may 
decompose or pyrolyze by varying amounts 
may affect the spark differently. 
This decrease in spark efficiency at 
elevated temperatures and in the presence 
of dust must be considered when reading 
the remainder of this report. However, 
because of the great difficulty in deter-
mining the true spark efficiency at each 
temperature and dust concentration, the 
I 
1.6 
spaTk effective energies , Eeff' listed i n 
this report are only the values measured 
at room temperature in air in the absence 
of dust. 
ELECTRICAL IGNITABILITY DATA 
Pittsburgh Seam Coal 
An example of the detailed spark igni-
tion data for Pittsburgh seam coal dust 
in the 1.2-L furnace is shown in figure 
15. The thermal ignitability and lean 
flammability limit curves are taken from 
figure 9. The data are the ignition and 
nonignition points at an effective spark 
energy of 0.250 J (or a stored electrical 
energy of 1.08 J) . The points are delin-
eated within the intermediate domain of 
temperatures and dust concentrations that 
are flammable but not thermally autoig--
nitable. With the addition of a rela-
tively moderate spark source of 0.250 J, 
a large area becomes an ignitable domain 
with an explosion probability of unity. 
The spark ignitability curve drawn to 
separate the ignitable domain from the 
nonignitable domain dips down to a mini-
mum that just barely includes room tem-
perature. That minimum energy for room 
temperature ignition occurs at a narrow 
range of dust concentrations between 775 
and 800 g/m3. 
The coal dust data for all the spark 
energies studied in the 1.2-L furnace are 
summarized in figure 16. Curve c for 
Eeff = 0.250 J is based on figure 13. 
The other spark ignitability curves were 
drawn from similar data at the other 
spark energies. The thermal ignitability 
and lean flammablility limit curves that 
define the intermediate domain were again 
taken from figure 9. 
At the highest effective spark energy 
studied, Eeff = 1.360 J (curve a), most 
of the intermediate domain at the higher 
concentrations is spark ignitable. No 
rich ignitability cutoff was observed at 
that energy out to concentrations as high 
as 1,800 g/m3. For coal, the lean ignit-
ability curve at that highest energy, 
curve a, is substantially displaced from 
the lean flammability limit at all tem-
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FIGURE 16. - Spark ignitability data for minus 200-
mesh Pittsburgh coal in the 1.2-L furnace at various 
spark energies. 
shown that pyrotechnic ignition energies 
of the order of hundreds of joules were 
required in order for the coal dust ig-
nitability curve to become coincident 
with the true lean limit of flammability 
at room temperature (25, 27). 
The ignitability curve~ for the next 
lowest energy, Eeff = 0.520 J, is shifted 
still farther away from the true lean 
flammability limit curve in figure 16. 
This lower energy curve displays a rich 
ignitability cutoff in the concentration 
range of 1,300 to 1,500 g/m3. The data 
at still lower energies, curves c and d, 
show a continuous narrowing of the ignit· 
ability domain with decreasing spark 
energy. The 0.250-J curve barely dips 
below room temperature at dust concentra-
tions in the range of 775 to 800 g/m3 • 
The 0.115-J curve d shows no ignitability 
at room temperature in the 1.2-L furnace 
apparatus. 
The lean ignitability curves show a 
continuous displacement from the true 
lean flammability limit curve as the 
spark energies decline. However, the 
narrowing of the ignitability domain oc-
curs predominantly by a reduction of the 
rich cutoff concentration with decreasing 
spark energy. The sharp cutoff, together 
with the scatter in the data on the rich 
side, suggests that the cause may be a 
direct physical interaction between the 
coal dust cloud and the spark channel 
discharge. The dust cloud is an array of 
dense, solid objects that are electric-
ally isolated from the spark electrodes. 
They are in the air space that will even-
tually become the electrical discharge 
channel when the spark is energized. 
When the electron avalanche is generated, 
the insulated dust particles will take on 
an electric potential that is determined 
by the mobility difference between the 
positive and negative charge carriers in 
the discharge channel. The dust parti-
cles' electric potential is thus not 
externally controllable. At low dust 
concentrations, the electric discharge 
channel in the air space around the dust 
particles is perturbed only slightly by 
the presence of those particles. The 
ions and electrons of the avalanche can 
readily flow around them. At elevated 
dust concentrations, however, the parti-
cles will absorb or divert an increasing-
ly larger fraction of the discharge ener-
gy. Energy that would normally go into 
the electron-ion avalanche process is 3b-
sorbed and dissipated by the presence of 
such a flowing, concentrated array of in-
sulated, energy-absorbing particles. As 
discussed in the section on "Effective 
Spark Energies," the efficiency of the 
sparks was measured in the presence of a 
dust cloud and found to decrease with in-
creasing dust concentrations, but the 
Eeff values listed in the figures were 
measured in air in the absence of dust . 
The spark ignitability of Pittsburgh 
coal dust was also measured in the 8-L 
17 
and 20-L chambers , and the data are shown 
in figure 17. In this case, ~he dust was 
85 pct minus 200 mesh and had Ds = 27 ~m 
and Dw = 46 ~m, slightly larger than the 
dust used in the 1. 2-L furnace and 
listed in table 1. Its proximate and u l -
timate analyses are similar to those in 
table 1. The 8-L and 20-L data are very 
similar. The spark ignitability solid 
curve for the 20- L data is drawn through 
the 0.5-s delay points , which were some-
what lower than the 0 .1-s delay data . 
Perhaps the reduced turbulence for the 
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FIGURE 17. Spark ignitability data for Pittsburgh 
coal in the 8-L and 20-L chambers compared with 12-L 
furnace data at room temperature . 
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longer delay made the dust easier to ig-
nite. The 8-L and 20-L data are also 
compared to the room temperature data in 
the 1.2-L furnace derived from the data 
in fi gure 16. The general shapes of the 
curves are similar with minima at about 
800 g/m3 , but the 1.2··-L furnace data are 
higher at all concentrations. The dif-
ferenc e s are probably related to differ-
ences in dispersion turbulence and dust 
cloud uniformity between the furnace and 
the two chambers. The minimum spark ig··· 
nition energy for Pittsburgh coal dust in 
the 20-L chamber is about 0.070 J for 
Eeff, or about 0.31 J stored electrical 
energy. 
Lycopodium 
An example of the detailed spark ignit-
ability data in the 1.2-L furnace for ly-
copodium is shown in figure 18. The 
thermal ignitability and lean flammabil-
ity limit curves that define the inter-
mediate domain are taken from figure 10. 
The data are the ignition and nonignition 
points at an effective spark energy of 
0.050 J (or a stored electrical energy of 
0.090 J). Those ignition and nonignition 
points are within the intermediate domain 
of temperatures and dust concentrations 
that are flammable but not thermally 
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FIGURE 18. - Ignition and nonignition data points a t 
an effective spark energy o f 0.050 J for ly c opod ium in 
the 1. 2-L furn a ce. 
presence of a relatively weak spark 
source of 0.050 J, a large area of that 
domain becomes an ignitable domain with 
an explosion probability of unity. A 
spark ignita~ility curve (dashed) has 
been drawn to separate the domain that is 
spark ignitable from the regions that are 
nonignitable at that spark energy. The 
curv~ dips down wit".h a broad minimum that 
just barely reaches room temperature. 
Thus a lycopodium dust concentration of 
260 g/m3 in air at 25° C is just barely 
ignitable with a spark energy of Eeff = 
0.050 J. Higher and lower concentrations 
at that initial temperature are not ig-
nitable with that spark source. There is 
more scatter in the data on the rich side 
of the spark ignitability curve than on 
the lean side of the curve. That larger 
scatter was generally observed for most 
of the spark energies studied. It is 
probably related to the mechanism by 
which the spark ignition process is par-
tially quenched by high dust loadings, as 
discussed previously. 
The lycopodium data for all the spark 
energies studied are summarized in figure 
19. Curve e for Eeff = 0.050 j" is taken 
from figure 18. The other spark ignita-
bility curves in figure 19 were drawn 
from similar data points at their respec-
tive spark energies. For curve a, the 
highest spark energy at £eff = 1.360 J, 
virtually the entire intermediate domain 
that is accessible to the experimental 
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FIGURE 19. - Spark ignitability data for lycopod ium 
in the 1.2 · L furna c e at vario us spark ene rg·ies. 
system is spark ignitable. The lean ig-
nitability curve at that highest spark 
energy studied is close to the lean flam-
mability limit contour based on the 
Burgess-Wheeler law. No rich ignitabili-
ty curve was observed at that spark ener-
gy even with dust loadings as high as 
1,300 g/m3. The data show that in the 
presence of a spark energy of 1.360 J, 
explosion is certain for virtually all 
flammable mixtures studied. That ignita-
bility curve (a) stops at room temper-
ature simply because lower temperatures 
are not accessible to the 1.2-L system as 
it is presently designed. There is 
little doubt, however, that explosion is 
virtually certain for flammable mixtures 
at temperatures well below room 
temperature. 
The ignitability curve b for the next 
lowest energy, Eeff = 0.520 J, is virtu-
ally identical with the higher energy 
curve a on the lean side. The rich ig-
nitability portion of curve b, however, 
displays a relatively sharp cutoff at a 
dust concentration of 1,000 g/m3 • It 
should be noted that the thermal autoig-
nit ion curve immediately above curve e, 
at a temperature of 420 0 C, is still per-
fectly flat at that concentration and 
shows no evidence of any rich-limit be-
havior. That thermal autoignitability 
curve shows no tendency to turn upward 
even at concentrations above 1,300 g/m3. 
If one were dealing with a true rich-
limit behavior at a dust concentration 
near 1,000 g/m3 , then both the thermal 
and the spark ignitability curves would 
show an upward trend in the same concen-
tration regions. Yet only the spark ig-
nitability curve shows that upward trend, 
and it does so without the gradual curva-
ture that one would expect for the tem-
perature dependence of a true rich limit. 
Instead, the spark ignitability cutoff is 
almost discontinuous at a discrete dust 
concentration of 1,000 g/m3 , which is al-
most independent of the initial tempera-
ture. That contrasting behavior, to-
gether with the scatter in the data at 
those rich cutoffs, suggests that the 
cause of those cutoffs may be related t o 
the specific, direct physical interaction 
between the dust cloud and the spark 
channel. 
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The data at still lower energies 
(curves c, d, e, and f) show a continuous 
narrowing of the ignitability domain with 
decreasing spark energy. The 0.050-J 
curve barely reaches room temperature at 
a dust concentration of about 260 g/m3 • 
The 0.025-J ignitability curve shows no 
ignitability at room temperature. It 
should be noted that the narrowing of the 
ignitability domain occurs predominantly 
by a reduction of the rich cutoff concen-
tration with decreasing spark energy . On 
the lean side, there is very little 
change until the lowest energies are 
reached. At the higher energies the lean 
curves tend to bunch close to the lean 
limit of flammability . Note that as the 
spark energies are decreased, the curves 
first begin to separate from the lean 
flammability limit contour at the lower 
temperatures. For curve f, the separa-
tion from the lean flammability curve is 
marked at all temperatures and only a 
narrow concentration range is ignitable. 
It is interesting to note that the narrow 
peninsula of ignitability that remains at 
Eeff = 0.025 J slopes in a direction that 
is consistent with the expectation that 
the maximum in ignitability should cor-
respond to a near-stoichiometric ratio of 
fuel to oxygen. The mass concentration 
of 02 in the furnace at 400 0 C is signif-
icantly lower than the mass concentration 
of 02 at 200 0 C. The direction of the 
slope in the narrow peninsula of ignita-
bility is in that same direction. Note 
that the lean flammability limit curve 
has a parallel slope for essentially the 
same reason. 
Modified Burgess-Wheeler Law 
a nd Lycopodium 
As mentioned earlier, the Burgess-
Wheeler law (equation 1) will now be de-
rived. Nearly a century ago LeChatelier 
and Boudouard (32) had noted that the 
limit calorific -Values for a variety of 
hydrocarbon fuels were approximately con-
stant at about 12 kcal/mol of fuel-air 
mixture at the lean flammability limits. 
Somewhat later, Burgess and Wheeler (7) 
investigated the matter in more detail 
and found that for the first five members 




the heat liberated by the combustion of 1 
mol of a lean limit mixture in air, at 
room temperature, was nearly constant. 
If L25 is the measured lean limit in mol 
(or volume) percent at 25° C and if ~Hc 
is the fuel's heat of combustion, it was 
that product, L2 5 ~Hc' the limit calorif-
ic value, that Burgess and Wheeler had 
found to be constant for the n-saturated 
hydrocarbons. 
More recently, Burgess and Hertzberg 
(6) and Hertzberg (20) showed that kinet-
ic factors and their-interplay with natu-
ral convection exert a dominant role in 
determining the lean-limit concentra-
tions. They showed that the limit calo-
rific values varied appreciably from one 
homologous series of organic fuels to an-
other as their reactivity factors varied 
appreciably. However, within the series 
of paraffin hydrocarbons the oxidation 
rates are limited by rate-determining 
steps that involve the same single carbon 
atom fragments, and hence the overall re-
activity factors are nearly identical 
within the homologous series of paraffins 
(46). Accordingly, the limit calorific 
values for the paraffins are nearly in-
variant, as observed by Burgess and 
Wheeler (7). 
The quantity Lz 5 ~Hc is the minimum 
combustion enthalpy that must be supplied 
by the oxidation reaction in order to 
sustain flame propagation. That minimum 
enthalpy generates a certain limit flame 
temperature (in degrees Celsius) in the 
burned gases that is given by 
(16) 
where c is the effective heat capacity of 
the system. Since L25 ~Hc was approxi-
mately constant for the paraffin hydro-
carbons and since c is the heat capacity 
of a mixture consisting mostly of air at 
the lean flammability limit, it is not 
surprising that the paraffin hydrocarbons 
all have approximately the same lean-
limit flame temperature of about 1,300° C 
(~). 
Now at some elevated temperature, T, an 
additional sensible enthalpy, c(T-25), is 
available to the reactants. The total 
enthalpy available to the system when it 
reacts at the higher initial temperature 
is the sum of chemical and sens i ble en-
thalpies. That total enthalpy at the 
higher temperature is LT ~Hc + c(T-25). 
If the minimum enthalpy required at the 
standard temperature of 25° C is ~ 5 ~Hc' 
then that minimum is attained at the 
higher initial temperature when 
Solving equation 13 for the lean flamma-
bility limit at the higher temperature 
gives 
In terms of the lean-limit flame tempera-
ture defined in equation 16, equation 18 
becomes 
LZ5 [1 
where y is a constant equal to 0.00078° 
C-l for the n-saturated hydrocar bons 
where (Tb)t ~ 1,300° C. The measured 
value of 0.00072° C-l from the empirical 
B-W law (equation 1) is in fair agree-
ment with that prediction. Since equa-
tions 18 and 19 were derived on the as-
sumption of a constant limit calorific 
value, they are referred to as the modi-
fied Burgess-Wheeler Law (47). In real-
ity, the limit calorific value can vary 
from one homologous series of organic 
fuels to another, and the temperature co-
efficient should vary as well. The more 
reactive fuels with low limit calorific 
values and lower limit flame temperatures 
should have lean limits that are more 
sensitive to temperature than the less 
reactive fuels. In general terms, for 
any fuel, the Burgess-Wheeler law may be 
generalized in the form of the simple 
linear relationship 
LT = ~ 5 [1 - 8 (T - 25) 1 , ( 20) 
where 8 is a temperature 
whose value depends on the 
temperature of the fuel. 
coefficient 
limit flame 
As given above, LT and L2 5 a~e lean 
flammability limits at temperature T and 
at room temperature 25° C, respectively, 
and are expressed as mol percent or vol-
ume percent of fuel in the fuel- air mix-
ture. To apply the equation to dusts, 
the fuel concentrations must be expressed 
in terms of the mass concentration of 
fuel per unit volume. 
For a gaseous fuel with a lean-limit 
composition of LT mol percent, the cor-
responding lean-limit mass concentration 





where PT is the mass density of the pure 
fuel at temperature T. Substituting 
equation 21 and the similar expression 
for C25 into equation 20 gives 
C T = C2 5 « P T » [1 - S (T - 25) 1 • ( 2 2 ) P25 
However , according to the ideal gas law 
p _ pM 
T - R(T + 273)' (23) 
where R is the gas constant, T is the 
temperature in degrees Celsius, p is the 
pressure, and M is the fuel molecular 
weight. Therefore, at a constant pres-
sure for any given fuel, PT/P25 = (273 + 
25)/(T + 273). Thus in terms of the mass 
concentration of fuel at the lean flamma-
bility limit, the Burgess-Wheeler law 
becomes 
Thus equation 24 expresses the expecced 
temperature coefficient for the lean lim-
it of flammability of a condensed-phase 
fuel such as a dust where the limit com-
position must be measured in terms of the 
mass concentration of fuel per unit vol-
ume. This equation was used to delineate 
the flammability domains for coal, lyco-
podium, and polyethylene dusts shown in 
figures 9, 10, and 11. 
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The ignitability data for lycopodium 
presented in figure 19 provided a sur-
prising bonus. The dust was so easy to 
ignite that it was possible to approach 
the true lean limit of flammability with 
the spark energies used. That is rather 
rare for dusts, and the data obtained 
provide an independent test of the valid-
ity of the modified Burgess--Wheeler law 
for lycopodium. The 1.2-L furnace data 
from figure 19 are presented in figure 20 
in a different format. The ignit i on and 
nonignition points for lycopodium are 
plotted on a logarithmic graph of spark 
energy versus dust concentration at co~ " 
stant furnace temperatures. Figure 204 
is for the room temperature da t a at 20° 
to 27° C, figure 20B for 100 0 C, figure 
20C for 200 0 C, figure 20D for 3000 C, 
figure 20E for 400 0 C, and figure 20F for 
500 0 C. At that highest temperature, the 
system is thermally autoignitable for all 
concentrations above 39 g/m3 (see fig. 
10). The dashed curves drawn in figure 
20 separate the regions that are spark 
ignitable from those that are nonignit-
able at the temperature studied. The 
slopes of the c u rves are similar to those 
obtained for other types of fuels in-
cluding gases and dusts (~). The real 
limits of flammability are those that are 
independent of ignition energy (20); 
namely, the vertical asymptotes in~he 
figures. At lower energies, where the 
curves have finite slopes, it is only the 
ignitability of the mixture that is being 
measured. While there is considerable 
scatter in the data, they clearly show a 
systematic decrease in that "true" or 
asymptotic lean flammability limit with 
increasing initial temperature. 
Those asymptotic lean flammability lim-
its from the spark data in the 1.2-L fur-
nace are plotted as a function of the 
initial temperatures in figure 21. The 
dashed curve through the high-spark-
energy lean' limit data points represents 
the resultant measured lean limit as a 
function of the initial temperature. The 
solid curve is the measured thermal auto-
ignitability limit from figure 10. The 
dot dashed curve is the B-W law extrapo-
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FIGURE 20. - Spark ignition energy versus dust concentration for lyco-
pod i um in the 1. 2- L furnace at room temperature and elevated tempera-
tures. Dashed curves separate regions that are spark ignitable from those 
that are not ignitable at temperature studied. 
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FIGURE 21. - Temperature dependence of the lean 
flammability limit for lycopodium in a i r. Data ob-
tained at high spark energies compared with the 
modified Burgess-Wheeler law. 
lean flammability limit in the 20-1 cham-
ber. Above some elevated temperature, it 
is reasonable to expect that thermal 
autoignition would occur spontaneously at 
the lean flammability limit concentra-
tion. The fact that the high-spark-
energy lean-limit curve connects with 
that ignitability curve at those elevated 
temperatures tends to confirm that expec-
tation. Accordingly, the two data points 
on the thermal ignitability curve at 700 0 
and 800 0 C are also taken to be the mea-
sured lean limits at those temperatures. 
The lean flammability limit curve through 
the high-spark-energy points at the lower 
temperatures is therefore extended upward 
through those higher temperature data 
points. 
The measured lean flammability limit 
for lycopodium in the 20-1 chamber is 70 
g/m3 with a precision of ±10 g/m3. For 
lycopodium, the volatile constituents 
that are involved in the gas-phase oxida-
tion reactions that control its flamma-
bility contain substantial amounts of 
oxygen linkages in their structure. Be-
cause they are, therefore, already par-
tially oxygenated, their expected lean-
limit flame temperature is probably high-
er than the value for the n- saturated 
hyd r ocarbons . Accordingly , the tempera-
ture coefficient 8 is taken as the some-
what lower value of 8 = 0.00064 0 C-l. 
Therefore, the B-W curve (equation 24) 
or predicted lean flammability limit at 
elevated temperatures for lycopodium is 
CT =[70 T !9~73] 
[1 - 0.00064 (T - 25)] g/m3. (25) 
The precision of the measured spark 
lean limits from figure 20 is shown on 
figure 21. The uncertainty in the abso-
lute concentrations in th.e 1. 2-1 furnace 
and the 20-1 chamber is undoubtably 
larger than the precision of the measure-
ments. Therefore, within the total ex-
perimental error of the measurements, the 
high-spark-energy data for the lean flam-
mability limits of lycopodium at elevated 
temperatures confirm the applicability of 
the B-W law to lycopodium dust. 
The spark ignitability of lycopodium at 
room temperature was also measured in the 
20-1 chamber, and the data are shown in 
figure 22. Ignition and nonignition 
points and the solid curve through them 
show the spark ignition energy as a func-
tion of dust concentration in the 20"-1 
chamber. These data are compared to the 
dashed line derived from the 1.2-1 fur-
nace data in figure 19. The general 
shapes of the curves are similar. As 
with the Pittsburgh coal data, the small 
differences may be related to differences 
in dust cloud uniformity or turbulence 
level between the 1.2- 1 furnace and 20-1 
chamber. The minimum spark ignition en-
ergy in the 20-1 chamber is Eeff = 0.035 
J, or a stored electrical energy of 
0.170 J. 
Polyethylene 
The detailed 1.2-1 furnace spark 
ignition data for polyethylene shown in 
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FIGURE 22. - Spark i gnitab-ility data for lycopodium 
in the 20-L chamber compared with 1.2-L furnace data 
at room temperature. 
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FIGURE 23. - Ignition and non ignit ion data points at 
an effective spark energy of 0.070 J for polyethylene in 
the 1.2-L furnace. Triangular data po i nts are for a 
series oftests with increasing furnace temperature, and 
circular data points are for test series with decreasing 
furnace temperatures. 
complications. The data points cor-
responding to ignitions and nonignitions 
at an effective spark energy of 0.070 J 
or a stored electrical energy of 0.120 J 
are plotted in temperature versus dust 
concentration space. The ignition and 
nonignition points are plotted in the 
intermediate domain for various combin-
ations of initial temperature and dust 
concentration that are flammable but not 
thermally autoigni t abl e . A spark i gnita--' 
bility curve has been drawn to separate 
the ignitable reg ions from the domain 
that is nonignitable at that spark ener-
gy. The triangular data points are from 
a series of tests using the normal proce-
dure of increasing the furnace tempera-
ture to reach the next test temperature . 
The circular data points are from a test 
series made by decreasing the furnace 
temperature to reach the next test tem-
perature. This second series showed that 
there was no hysteresis effect from the 
past history of the chamber • 
The complication for polyethylene is 
obvious from the shape of that curve. In 
the intermediate temperature regions the 
curve completely closes on itself! In 
all CaS€3 previously studied, the regions 
were unbounded from above and the ignita-
bility domains at the higher temperatures 
were always wider than at the lower tem-
peratures. The ignitability curve in 
figure 23 is thus in marked contrast to 
the curve for lycopodium (fig. 18) and 
the curve for coal dust (fig. 15). In 
the latter two cases, for the energies 
shown , the ignitability cu r ves displayed 
a relatively broad minimum that dipped 
down to touch room temperature, but in 
both previous cases the regions had no 
upper bound. By contrast, while the 
polyethylene curve displays the same type 
of broad minimum, it is bounded from 
above by a strange maximum. Thus for 
polyethylene, there are higher tempera-
ture regions above 100 0 C that are less 
ignitable than regions at 1000 C. In 
fact above the maximum at 175 0 C, there 
is a domain of temperatures that is en-
tirely nonignitable for that spark energy 
regardless of the dust concentration. 
Yet at most concentrations and at lower 
temperatures, the dust is readily ig-
nited. This behavior for polyethylene 
was entirely unexpected and markedly dif-
ferent from the "normal" behavior that 
was observed for the other two dusts. 
Some hints as to the cause of polyeth-
ylene's behavior are provided by figure 
24, which summarizes the data at other 
spark energies studied . The family of 
curves shows clearly that the same anoma-
lous behavior is observed regardless of 
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FIGURE 24 . . , Spark ign itability data for polyethylene 
at va r ious spark energ ies in the 1,2-L furnace. 
the spark energy. All the ignitability 
curves show reversal of curvature at a 
temperature just above 100 0 C. The high-
er energies (curves a and b) show the 
same curvature reversal even though they 
do not form closed "islands." At still 
higher temperatures, as the thermal auto-
ignition curve is approached, the curva-
tures reverse again and display the nor-
mal behavior. 
It is no coincidence that the anomalous 
curvature begins at the same temperature 
regardless of the spark energy. It is 
also no coincidence that that temperature 
is near 115 0 C, which is the point at 
which polyethylene begins to melt. That 
softening temperature was confirmed by 
differential thermal analyses (DTA) of 
the dust at heating rates of 10 and 500 
C/min. The DTA confirmed a softening or 
melting endotherm that began at 115 0 C. 
By 135 0 C the powdered polyethylene 
sample in the DTA was completely moltell 
and fused into one large mass. Subse-
quent decomposition or devolatilization 
of the polyethylene sample did not begin 
until much higher temperatures were 
reached. Clearly, any solid dust parti-
cles that are dispersed at 115 0 to 
135 0 C would melt as they reached the 
furnace temperature . When impacting the 
walls or the spark electrodes, the soft-
ened or liquid droplets of fuel would 
tend to stick and to concentrate on those 
25 
surfaces. The adhering dus t particles 
are thus effectively removed from the 
spark channel volume and the surrounding 
test volume, and their effective concen-
tration is reduced. It is thus more dif-
ficult to achieve ignition in the pres-
ence of such melting, and a higher ini-
tial concentration is required to achieve 
ignition. Even if the molten particles 
only impact each other, they will still 
tend to adhere so that the effective par-
ticle diameter increases . That increas e 
in effective diameter also reduces the 
flammability of the dust and requires a 
higher initial concentration in order to 
achieve ignition (26). Thus the ignita-
bility contours shift toward highe r con-
centrations as the temperature i ncreases 
above the melting range of 115 0 to 
135 0 C, resulting in a reversal of the 
normal curvature. For the lower spark 
energies, in particular, the reversal oc-
curs more rapidly, and at some point the 
reversing curve reaches the normal rich-
limit cutoff. At that point a completely 
closed loop or island is formed, isolat-
ing the ignitable domain below the melt-
ing temperature f r om the nonignitable 
regions above the melting temperature. 
If the above explanation of the anoma-
lous behavior is correct, then the de-
tailed shapes of the ignitability curves 
above 115 0 C should be sensitive to the 
detailed experimental procedure. In par-
ticular they should be sensitive to the 
details of the time delay between the 
dispersion pulse and the activation of 
the spark discharge. A certain minimum 
delay is necessary for the cold dust to 
disperse effectively and to reach oven 
t emperature . However, a very long delay 
above the melting temperature will pro-
vide a longer time for dust particles to 
be lost by adhesion to surfaces and by 
impact agglomeration. In these experi-
ments the time delay was fixed so that 
the spark was energized some 40 ms after 
the disperson pulse was completed. That 
time was quite sufficient for the inject-
ed dust cloud to reach oven temperature 
before the spark was energized. In those 
cases where the oven temperature exceeds 
the melting temperature, there is a sig-
nificant time for the molten particles to 
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be lost by surface impact and agg l omera-
tion. The anomalous behavior for poly-
ethylene persists until much higher tem-
peratures are reached and the thermal 
autoi.gnitability curve is approached. 
The normal behavior is not reestablished 
until those elevated temperatures are 
reached. It is reestablished when devol-
atilization and autoignition of the 
vapor-air mixture occur very rapidly. 
Those higher temperatures also correspond 
to higher heating rates. Under those 
conditions volatilization occurs so rap-
idly after melting that there is no sig-
nificant time available for collisional 
losses by surface adhesion or agglomera-
tion. At the higher temperatures, there-
fore, melting, volatilization, gas phase 
mlxlng, and ignition occur before there 
is any significant loss. Furthermore, 
liquid polyethylene vaporizing from elec-
trodes, or from large liquid agglomer·· 
ates, is still contributing fuel to the 
initial spark volume between the elec-
trodes. Similarly, vaporizing fuel ad-
hering to the walls is still contributing 
fuel to the test volume. 
The spark igni tabili ty at room tempera-· 
ture was also measured in the 20-L cham-
ber o The ignition and nonignition data 
points and the solid curve through them 
in figure 25 show the spark ignition en-
ergy as a function of dust concentration. 
These 20-L data are compared to the 1.2-L 


































FIGURE 25. - Spark ignitability data for polyethylene 
in the 20-L chamber compared with 1.2-L furnace data 
at room temperature. 
figure 24. The 20-L data show lower 
spark ignition energies at all concentra-
tions, but the shapes of the two curves 
are the same, with a mlnlmum at 500 to 
600 g/m3. The 20-L chamber minimum spark 
energy is £eff = 0.030 J, or a stored 
electrical energy of 0.140 J. 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
The electrical ignition hazard for 
fuels is traditionally specified in terms 
of their minimum ignition energies (5). 
For gases, the available data are by now 
virtually classical and are based on Bu-
reau of Mines measurements that were ini-
tiated some four decades ago (19). For 
such static gases, the measuring proce-
dures are relatively simple, and the re-
sults obtained are in reasonable agree-
ment with the established concepts of 
combustion theory (33). For dusts, how-
ever, while measuring procedures have 
been proposed (12), and data obtained 
(40), there is -Considerable controversy 
regarding their reliability and rele-
vance, and no established theory exists 
to account for the results (3, 11, l!). 
This discussion and analysis is presented 
in two parts: The first deals with the 
specific problem of extending the concept 
of minimum ignition energies to dusts. 
The purpose of considering that question 
involves the larger issue of the clas-
sification of the electrical ignition 
hazards for dusts. The second part of 
this section is a theoretical refinement 
of current theories of spark ignition 
energies for gases. That refinement is 
necessary in order to provide a logical 
starting point for the evolution of a 
theory that would be applicable to 
dusts. 
CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL 
IGNITION HAZARDS 
In principle, the minimum ignition en-
ergy for a dust dispersed in air is mea-
surable; however, its accurate determina-
tion involves extraordinary complications 
and a fundamental contradiction in the 
experimental requirements. The extraor-
dinary complications will be considered 
in detail shortly. The fundamental con-
tradiction deals with the flow require-
ment. For gases, in order to minimize 
ignition energies, there should be no 
flow of the test medium with respect to 
the electrodes (2, 43, 44) . But in order 
to disperse a dust clou~effectively at a 
definable concentration, an intense flow 
disturbance is required (8, ~). This 
fundamental contradiction- prevents the 
"true" minimum from being reached. It 
means that the extent to which the true 
minimum in ignition energy can be ap-
proached depends on the details of the 
dust dispersion method (15), the geometry 
of the spark gap, its exact location in 
the dispersing flow, the timing between 
dispersion and ignition, and other exper-
imental details that may be entirely un-
related to the intrinsic combustion prop-
erties of the dust. Thus the extent to 
which the measurements can approach the 
true minimum may depend on the ability of 
the experimentalist to devise some method 
of dispersing the dust effectively in the 
spark gap with a minimum level of flow 
disturbance. 
The available data for lycopodium il-
lustrate the dispersion contradiction and 
the many other extraordinary complica-
tions involved in determining minimum ig-
nition energies for dusts. The minimum 
for lycopodium in the 1.2-L furnace can 
be inferred from the one ignitability 
curve (figs. 18-19) that is just tangent 
to the room temperature ordinate of 25° 
C. It corresponds to an Eeff of 50 mJ, 
and the tangency point occurs at a dust 
concentration of 260 g/m3. The stored 
electrical energy for that Eeff value is 
90 mJ, and hence, according to the common 
definition, that is the minimum ignition 
energy. Earlier Bureau researchers (29) 
report a minimum electrical energy of~O 
mJ at an unspecified dust loading in a 
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1.2-L Hartman chamber. In a more recent 
Bureau report, Kubala, Perzak, and Li tch·-
field (31) report a minimum of 30 mJ. 
They used a 2.7-L volume into which was 
dispersed a measured dust loading. Al 
though they did not monitor the effec-
tiveness of dust dispersion, it is tenta-
tively assumed that their apparent or 
nominal dust concentration can be infer-
red from their mass loading of dust di-
vided by the chamber volume. Their data 
are compared di r ectly with those reported 
here in the 1.2-L furnace and 20-L cham-
ber in figure 26. The general shapes of 
the three curves are similar. However, 
the minimum spark energy is reached at a 
concentration of about 260 g/m 3 in the 
1.2-L furnace and at higher concentra-
tions of 400 g/m3 in the 20-L chamber and 
400 to 500 g/m 3 in the 2.7-L chamber. 
The lower minimum spark energy value by 
Kubala (31) may be due to a lower turbu·-
lence level in the chamber or to a more 
efficient transfer of stored electrical 
energy to the spark gap. In reality, it 
will be seen that even the 30 mJ reported 
by Kubala (31) is higher tha n the true 
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F IGURE 26 .• Concentration dependence for the e le c -
tri ca l ign itabi lity of lycopodium at room temperature, 
including comparison of data obtained in this study 
with earlier Bureau data (31). 
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static system if it were possible to dis -
perse 300 to 500 g/m3 of lycopodium dust 
in such a static air medium. 
Eckhoff (13) describes an optimum cir-
cuit design·that was used to maximize the 
conversion efficiency of stored electric-
al energy into "actual spark energy." He 
also used an optimum discharge duration 
that was comparable to the optimum dura-
tion observed for the spark ignition of 
gases (30, 43). For the "optimum amount 
of powder, "Eckhoff I s minimum energy for 
a 50-pct probability of ignition was 10 
mJ for lycopodium in air. The mos t re-· 
cent study by Glarner (17) reports a min-
imum value of 2 mJ a~ a nominal dust 
loading of 100 g/m3 and a low level of 
turbulence. The turbulence level in the 
20-L chamber used by Glarner was de-
creased by increasing the delay time 
between dust dispersion and spark 
ignition. 
In few of these measurements was care 
taken to ensure that the dust was uni-
formly dispersed, so the real concentra-
tion in the spark gap was unknown. Even 
though the average dust concentration may 
be optimal, there is no prior reason to 
expect that the minimum ignition energy 
should coincide with a uniform distribu-
tion. Finally, in none of the results 
cited, including those given here, were 
flow conditions in the spark gap known or 
controlled. Accordingly, one can only 
speculate as to whether even this lowest 
reported value of 2 mJ represents the 
"true minimum" for lycopodium in air. 
To the aforementioned complications and 
contradictory requirements, one must add 
the following. The results are sensitive 
to electrode spacing for at least two 
reasons: (1) flame quenching occurs if 
the electrode spacing is too small, and 
(2) the conversion efficiency for stored 
electrical energy into effective spark 
energy is also a function of gap distance 
as shown in figures 12 and 13. The con-
version efficiency also varies with cir-
cuit design and discharge duration (30, 
43-44). For gas mixtures, where the ab-
solute minimum ignition energies are low 
(10- 3 to 10 mJ), these problems are not 
so serious because conversion efficien-
cies are high and quenching diameters are 
small (2, ll, ~). 
Fo r dusts, these pr oblems are severe 
because quenching diameters are larger 
and ignition energies are orders of mag-
nitude higher, where conversion efficien-
cies are lower. For dust, there is also 
the inevitable limitation on the devola-
tilization rate, which tends to push the 
minimum toward higher dust concentra-
tions, leading to further complications 
associated with the sharp cutoffs ob-
served at high loadings caused by the 
physical-·electrical interaction of the 
dust particles with the avalanche dis -
charge. As was the case with the contra-
dicting flow requirements, this physical-
electrical interference is also unrelated 
to the intrinsic combustion properties of 
the dust. 
The variables affecting the measurement 
of an absolute minimum in the electrical 
ignition energy for dust clouds have been 
studied by Eckhoff (13). He points out 
that while the concept of absolute mini-
mum ignition energies for gases is a 
"sensible concept, " the question is not 
so clear for dusts. 
Examples of the complexities and con-
tradictions are abundant for all dusts. 
Bartknecht (3) has summarized some of the 
more recent data for the "lowest minimum 
ignition energy. Curves similar to 
those shown in figure 26 characterize all 
dusts. The concentration at which the 
minima are observed is generally not 
identical to the optimum dust concentra-
tion which maximizes the explosion pres-
sure or the rate of pressure rise. A 
significant particle size dependence is 
reported: The mimimum energy increased 
an order of magnitude for polyethylene as 
the particle diameter increased from 30 
to 100 ~m. For the fine polyethylene the 
lowest minimum ignition energy was re-
ported to be 30 to 40 mJ stored electric-
al energy. Bartknecht reports some pre-
liminary tests on the influence of tem-
perature for polyethylene which show an 
order of magnitude reduction in ignition 
energy for a 100 0 C increase in tempera-
ture. The data in figure 24 show a 
factor of 2 reduction per 100 0 C incre~se 
in temperature at a polyethylene concen-
tration of 500 g/m3. The data also show 
that the temperature coefficient varies 
with both concentration and temperature. 
Bartknecht ' s coworker Glarner (17) has 
measured the temperature dependence for 
the minimum ignition energy of lycopodi-
um. His measurements cover the tempera-
ture range from 25 0 to 2000 C, and he 
observed a reduction in the minimum igni-
tion energy from 2 to 0.2 mJ over that 
temperature range. The reduction by a 
factor of 10 occurred at a lycopodium 
concentration of about 1,000 to 1,250 
g/m3. The data in figure 19 show only a 
factor of? reduction over that same tem-
perature range at a dust concentration of 
260 g/m3. The coal dust data, however, 
shown in figure 16 do show that factor of 
10 reduction at a coal dust concent~ation 
of 400 g/m3 • Clearly the temperature co-
efficients are sensitive to both the dust 
concentration and the turbulence level. 
Nevertheless , the maximum observed reduc-
tion of about an order of magnitude in 
ignition energy between 25 0 and 200 0 C is 
comparable to what is observed for homo-
geneous mixtures of hydrocarbons in air 
under static conditions (17). 
Swett (43-44) and BallaI and Lefebvre 
(2) have demonstrated beyond doubt that 
ignition energies for gases increase with 
increasing velocity and increasing turbu-
lence intensity. Normally, increasing 
the time delay between dust dispersion 
and ignition would be expected to reduce 
turbulence levels. Glarner (17) has 
shown that the minimum spark energy and 
the dust concentration at which that min-
imum occurs are very sensitive to the de-
lay time before ignition. Longer delay 
times correspond to reduced turbulence 
levels, which lead to a marked reduction 
in spark ignition energy requirements. 
What meaning is there to the measure 
ment of some minimum ignition energy 
stored in an external circuit in view of 
(1) the difficulties involved in mea3ur-
ing or controlling the flow and turbu-
lence levels present during the disper-
sion of a dust cloud, (2) the sensitivity 
of the data to electrode geometry and 
circuit characteristics that are not 
standardized, (3) the generally unmea-
sured conversion efficiency of stored 
circuit energy into effective spark ener-
gy, (4) the dependence of the data on 
dust concentration, and (5) a temperature 
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sensitivity that is dependent on both 
dust concentration and the nature of the 
dust? So many uncontrolled factors ifr-
fluence the measurement that it is really 
very difficult to apply the result to any 
practical situation. Even if one of 
those factors, the dust concentration at 
which the minimum energy occurs, is also 
specified, the problem still seems in-
tractable. Even if one measures the ef-
fective spark energy, as was done here, 
and then specifies the ignition energy 
that can barely generate a pOint of tan-
gency to the room temperature isotherm, 
how representative is the result? While 
the room temperature minima for Pitts-
burgh coal and lycopodium appear to be 
fairly representative, polyethylene is a 
glaring example of unrepresentative be-
havior. Its minimum ignition energy at 
room temperature is entirely unrepresent-
ative of its ignitability behavior be-
tween 115 0 and 395 0 C. 
By contrast note how representative the 
minimum AIT's are of the entire shape of 
their respective thermal autoignition 
curves. For lycopodium, the entire lean-
limit contour is predictable from the one 
datum point that represents the lean lim-
it at room temperature. One expects that 
the Burgess-Wheeler law is similarly val-
id for coal dust. The melting behavior 
of polyethylene would probably complicate 
its lean-limit behavior above 115 0 C, but 
that remains to be determined by future 
experiments. 
Summarized in table 2 are the lean-
limit concentrations, the minimum AIT's, 
and room temperature minimum spark ener-
gies for all three of the dusts studied. 
In terms of either the lean limit of 
flammability or the minimum AIT, polyeth·· 
ylene is the most hazardous, lycopodium 
is intermediate, and coal dust has the 
lowest ranking. That order is also con-
sistent with their respective volatile 
heating values. For spark ignitability, 
Pittsburgh coal is again the least haz-
ardous and lycopodium and polyethylene 
are about equal, with lycopodium having 
the lowest ignition energy in the 1.2-L 
furnace but polyethylene having the low··· 
est energy in the 20-L chamber. However, 
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the same ignitability data in figure 19 
when compared with figures 16 and 24 show 
clearly that one does not need to know 
the exact value of the absolute minimum 
ignition energy at room temperature in 
order to establish that lycopodium is the 
most easily ignitable dust in the 1.2-L 
furnace, Lycopodium has the lowest igni-
tion energy for all thermodynamic states 
in the intermediate domain that are prac-
tically accessible. Accordingly, there 
are many other single ignition energy 
parameters that are even more representa-
tive of its electrical ignitability haz-
ard than the room temperature minimum ig-
nition energy. For coal, for example, 
the m1n1mum ignition energy occurs at 
such a high concentration that one can 
question its relevance to conditions nor-
mally encountered. A more realistic par-
ameter for coal might be the ignition en-
ergy at some "standard" concentration, 
such as twice the lean-limit concentra-
tion. The room temperature Eeff values 
in the 1.2-L furnace at those concentra-
tions are approximately 0.15 J for lyco-
podium, 1.0 J for polyethylene, and 5 to 
6 J for coal. The order of electrical 
ignitability is still the same based on 
that new parameter, but the absolute Eeff 
values are probably now more realistic 
representations of normal situations. In 
some industrial operations, such as dry-
ing, elevated temperatures near 100° C 
a~e used. The 100° C Eeff values at 
twice the lean limit concentrations are 
approximately 0.04 J for lycopodium, 0.15 
J for polyethylene, and 2 J for coal. In 
other practical situations one may prefer 
to fix both temperature and dust concen-
tration. For example, at 100° C and 300 
g/m3 the Eeff values are approximately 
0.04, 0.04, and 1.4 J, respectively. Now 
the polyethylene is, under these operat-
ing conditions, as hazardous as lycopodi-
um. There is a natural desire to find 
some single ignition energy parameter 
that will accurately represent the elec-
trical ignitability hazard of a dust 
under all operating conditions. While 
this seems to be easy for the well-
behaved cases such as lycopodium or coal, 
the behavior of polyethylene does not 
allow such a simple representation. 
These examples have clearly illustrated 
the practical deficiencies in using the 
concept of a minimum ignition energy as 
it is traditionally used. It is clearly 
still important to be able to measure the 
e lectrical ignition probability of vari-
ous dusts, but it is unlikely that any 
single parameter will suffice to quantify 
that probability in a realistic way. The 
entire set of ignitability curves such as 
those delineated in figures 16, 17, 19, 
22, 24, and 25 will probably suffice to 
determine the relative electrical igni- · 
tion hazard for any set of specified 
operating conditions; however, the task 
of relating those relative values to 
realistic ignition probabilities in the 
presence of circuitry or electrical 
equipment of any given design is still 
rather formidable. 
TABLE 2. - Summary of measured flammabil-
ity and ignitability parameters for the 
three dusts. 
Pitts- Lyco- Poly-
burgh podium ethylene 
coal 
Lean flammability 
limi t. • •• g/m3 •• 130 70 45 
Minimum AIT •• oC •• 560 420 395 
Minimum ignition 
energy 1 , mJ: 
1.2-L furnace: 
£e ft· •••.•••. 250 50 70 
E I ••••••••••• 1,080 90 120 
20-L chamber: 
Ee f f ••••••••• 70 35 30 
E 1 ••••••••••• 310 170 140 
1 = Eeff 2.5 Vo~p 1S the effect1ve spark 
energy, and Ei = 1/2 CE2 is the stored 
electrical energy on the capacitor. 
REFINEMENT OF THE THEORY OF MINIMUM 
IGNITION ENERGIES FOR GASES 
In this second part of the discussion 
and interpretation, consideration is 
given to a wider range of ignition energy 
measurement, and particularly to earlier 
Bureau of Mines data for gases (i, ~). 
Those data will be interpreted in the 
context of a refinement of the general 
theory, which is developed as follows. 
Note that the symbols used are defined in 
the appendix. 
Consider an initially quiescent, pre-
mixed combustible gas mixture within 
which is imbedded a potential source of 
electric power in the form of a spark gap 
between two electrodes. Electric energy 
stored in some external circuit can be 
deposited into the spark gap in the form 
of an electron-ion avalanche discharge. 
The discharge occurs when the high volt-
age applied between the electrodes gener-
ates an electric field of sufficient in-
tensity to break down the gas mixture gap 
and to cause it to conduct. It is as-
sumed that the discharge energy is mea-
surable directly or that one can show 
that some known fraction of the stored 
electrical energy is deposited into the 
conducting gap during the time of the 
electrical discharge. The important 
physical processes involved are initially 
considered in spherical symmetry, and the 
minimum powe p required to initiate spher-
ical flame propagation is estimated as 
follows. 
In several earlier studies (21, 23-24), 
the concept of limit burning-Velocities 
was developed and used to formulate a 
quantitative theory of flammability lim-
its. The concept was developed by con-
sidering the balance between the rate of 
thermal energy generation in an adiabatic 
or ideal propagating flame front and the 
rate of energy loss from competing pro-
cesses that dissipate power from the com-
bustion wave. It was shown that the pro-
cess responsible for the normal flarnma---
bility limits, as conventionally mea-
sured, was the buoyancy-induced dissipa-
tive flows that result from natural con-
vection. That dissipative process was 
characterized by a certain limit burning 
velocity (Su)a. Flame propagation was 
possible only for those mixtures whose 
ideal burning velocities exceeded that 
limit velocity. For horizontal flame 
propagation, the limit velocity was given 
by 
That minimum 
sponds to a 
power density 
It should be 
(26) 
burning velocity corre-
mlnlmum combustion source 
of (Su)a c P [(Tb)R,-Tul. 
noted that although the 
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details of the geometry for the buoyancy-
induced flow field are not considered 
here, the effect of buoyancy on the com-
bustion process is nevertheless included 
implicitly in (Su)a. Buoyancy-induced 
flows control the magnitude of (Su)a 
through the g-dependence and density ra-
tio dependence, Pu/P b , of equation 26. 
To initiate flame propagation in the 
presence of the buoyancy-induced dissipa-
tive flows, the minimum source power den-
sity (3 u)a L P [(Tb)R,-Tul must be applied 
over some minimum ignition area. The 
minimum ignition area is taken as the 
area that bounds a minimum ignition vol-
ume. That minimum volume is character-
ized by a minimum radius r q , whose magni-
tude is given by 
(27) 
The radius rq is the "quenching radius" 
and equation 27 adequately predicts mea' 
sured quenching diameters for a wide 
variety of fuel-oxidizer combinations 
over a wide range of values for a and 
(Su)rdeal (21). Equation 27 also ade-
quately describes the flame stretch 
quenching process involved in divergent 
flame propagation from a point source 
(22). The minimum ignition volume char-
acterized by the radius rq contains a 
minimum ignition area of 4nrq2. Multi-
plying the minimum ignition area by the 
minimum source power density gives the 
minimum steady-state powep required to 
initiate flame propagation. 
P min 4Hq2 (Su)a c P [(Tb)R, - Tul 
16na2 c Pu (Pu/ Pb)2 [(Tb)R, - Tul 
(28) 
The quantity Pmtn is the mlnlmum source 
power that must be supplied from the ex-
ternal source, in steady state, to initi-
ate the combustion wave. It is implicit 
in this derivation that the initiating 
source is a "point source." In realistic 
terms t:he "point source" must have dimen--
sions that are small or comparable to r q • 
It is also implicitly assumed that if the 
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"point source condition is satisfied, 
the initial temperature of the source 
volume when it reaches dimensions compar--
able to rq will be at least equal to the 
limit flame temperature, (Tb)~. If those 
conditions are satisfied, source power 
levels of Pmln and above should be ca-
pable of initiating the combustion wave. 
Input power levels below Pmln would be 
incapable of ignition because of the 
presence of competing dissipative pro-
cesses. Those competing processes are 
buoyant convection and flame stretch. 
They dissipate power to the surroundings 
at such a rate that any ignition source 
level below P mln is incapable of igniting 
the mixture regardless of its duration. 
Those competing processes dissipate the 
input source power continuously to the 
unburned surroundings and prevent the 
minimum volume from achieving a self--
sustaining activation condition when the 
input power is less than P mln • 
The classic experiments on ignition of 
gases by electric sparks were initiated 
by Guest (19) and reported in detail by 
Blanc, Gues~ von Elbe, and Lewis (1). 
For those measurements, however, it was 
not the minimum power that was measured, 
but rather the minimum energy, Emln • In 
the normal experimental procedure a cer-
tain energy, E. is deposited into the 
combustible mixture in a very short time 
interval. The deposited energy is judged 
to have ignited or failed to ignite the 
mixture by whether or not flame propa-
gates to distances far beyond the igni-
tion electrodes. The instantaneous power 
level is usually not controlled. Only 
the available energy stored in an exter-
nal circuit is controlled. For energy 
storage on a capacitor, the electrical 
discharge energy is related to its power 
level by the equation 
"[ 
E == 10 p(t) dt, (29) 
where the time integral is taken over the 
entire duration of the discharge. Thus 
energy and power level are related to one 
another through the time variable. 
Now there are at least two charac-
teristic time constants involved in the 
processes by which the spark energy ini-
tiates the combustion wave. The first 
one is the duration of the discharge, 'do 
It is the characteristic time interval 
during which the electrical energy stored 
in the external ~ircuit (1/2 CE2) is de-
posited into ·the gas gap between the 
electrodes. The second characteristic 
time constant is the chemical kinetic in-
duction time, '1. It is the time inter-
val required for the development of the 
incipient flame front within the ac-
tivated volume or at the boundary between 
the minimum ignition volume and the 
surroundings. 
In an electric circuit that is ac-
tivated by the closure of a "normal 
switch," the duration of current flow, or 
the circuit time constant, is controlled 
by the conventional circuit parameters: 
resistance, capacitance, and inductance. 
However, for electrical discharges, the 
gap is not a normal switch. In an elec-
tric discharge, the gap itself is an in-
tegral part of the circuit and its imped-
ance exerts a dominant role. If the gap 
acted as a "perfect" switch which gener-
ated an ideal step function in resistance 
(from infinite resistance to zero resis-
tance in a zero time interval), then ab-
solutely none of the stored energy would 
appear in the spark gap. It is the fi-
nite time dependence of the resistance of 
the gap that is responsible for the fact 
that any energy at all is deposited in 
the gap. It is the electrical hysteresis 
properties of the gas mixture between the 
gap electrodes that cause it to act as a 
switch which initiates the transfer of 
energy from the external circuit to the 
gas. Initially the gap is a nearly per-
fect insulator until a critical field 
strength is reached. At the critical 
field strength, breakdown occurs; that 
is, the composition of the gas mixture in 
the gap and its electrical properties 
change drastically. An electron-ion ava-
lanche process is initiated which results 
eventually in a reduction in the resis-
tance of the gas mixture by many orders 
of magnitude. It is the time dependence 
of that dynamic spark gap impedance that 
controls the energy deposition rate. The 
available evidence indicates that only 
that fraction of the circuit energy that 
flows during the early stages of gas 
breakdown or current initiation can be 
deposited at a high temperature into the 
gas gap (38). It is only during the 
early, higher impedance stages of the 
process that energy is most efficiently 
deposited into the gape Once an ioniza-
tion channel or plasma is well establish-
ed in the gap, its impedance is reduced 
and the residual energy that may still be 
Etored in the external circuit doec not 
appear as efficiently in the gas. More 
of the residual energy stored later in 
the process is dissipated in the external 
circuit elements rather than in the air 
gap. 
The detailed dynamics of the initiation 
process in such a time-dependent dis ·-
charge are still apparently not well un-
derstood. By recording the pressure ver-
sus time trace in a constant-volume cham-
ber within which a spark was discharged, 
Odgers and Coban (41) were able to follow 
the energy release:rn the gas of the gap. 
They concluded that the rise time for the 
pressure, and hence for the energy depo-
sition rate, was less than 0.5 ms for 
their circuit. Maly and Vogel (38) char-
acterize ignition sparks by three-sequen-
tial processes or modes: an initial 
breakdown phase of short duration (10- 4 
ms), followed by an arc phase which ends 
after 0.01 ms, followed by a glow dis-
charge which ends after about 1 ms. The 
efficiency of deposition of energy into 
the plasma of the gap declines more or 
less continuously in going from breakdown 
to glow as the gap resistance diminishes. 
Now the second characteristic time con-
stant involved in the process of transi-
tion from electrical discharge to flame 
kernel is the chemical kinetic induction 
time, TT. It is the time required for 
the development of an incipient flame 
front at the boundary of the minimum ig-
nition volume. 
The most careful direct study of the 
dynamics of the spark ignition process 
during this induction time prior to the 
establishment of a combustion wave at the 
boundary of an incipient flame kernel was 
that reported by Litchfield (36). His 
data for the chronology and topography of 
the ignition kernel during its formative 
stages provide a realistic picture of the 
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physical p~ocesses involved in the devel-
opment of the incipient flame . He mea-
sured the time required fOl the "cleat: 
appearance of the flame." Using 
Schlieren techniques, his measured value 
at 0.1 atm for 8.5 pct methane in air was 
1 ms. That value was consistent with the 
data of Lintin and Wooding (35), who re-
port2d an induction time of ~1 ms at at -
mospheric pressure. Those values are 
also consistent with the recent measure-
ments of Kono, Kumagai, and Sakai (30). 
Their measured values were also in agree-
ment with their calculated values and 
were in the range of TI ~ 0.1 to 0.2 ms. 
There are thus two important time con-
stants involved, Td and T I , the former 
characterizing the rate of electrical en-
ergy input from the ignition source and 
the latter characterizing the rate of 
generation of chemical energy within the 
minimum ignition volume. The ignition 
process begins with the transfer of that 
electrical energy into chemical energy. 
In a sense, these time constants charac-· 
terize the resistances or impedances of 
the two systems. Energy transfer is most 
efficient between systems when their im-
pedances are matched. Thus one might ex-
pect that the most efficient transfer of 
energy from the electrical spark to the 
incipient flame would occur when the two 
time constants were matched; that is, 
when Td ~ TT. It is clear that if the 
spark duration is too long, such that 
Td » TI, spark energy will be delivered 
too slowly and will be dissipated. The 
energy integral in equation 29 would then 
be limited to a time interval of TI' and 
spark energy delivered over any longer 
time interval would be dissipated to the 
surroundings, into gas volumes that are 
much larger than the minimum ignition 
volume. In that case, the power level 
for such an excessively long duration 
spark would be too low to initiate the 
combustion wave even if the total energy 
exceeded the minimum. Thus, even though 
the total spark energy would be given by 
Td 
Espark = J p(t)dt, where the total inte-
D 
gral includes the entire spark duration, 
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the available OL effective energy for i g-
T i 
tion is €eff = J p(t)dt, and its dura-
o 
tion is limited to the flame induction 
time, T I. 
But what harm is there in the opposite 
case, which is the usual one? If the 
spark duration is very short, then 
T d < < T I and the energy is easily depos--
ited before it can be lost to the sur-
rounding volumes by natural convection 
and flame stretch. For such a short-
duration spark, one would still have to 
wait for the time TI before the flame 
would appear. But what harm is there so 
long as the energy remains in the igni-
tion volume until the flame appears? The 
problem is that other loss processes are 
involved such as shock wave propagation 
and radiation. For a given energy of 
deposition, these additional loss pro-
cesses increase with decreasing spark 
duration. 
Thus long-duration sparks with Td > TI 
give increasing convective and flame 
stretch losses, whereas short-duration 
sparks with Td < TI result in increasing 
shock wave and radiation losses. It is 
not surprising, therefore, that in exper-
iments in which the spark duration was 
varied, Kono, Kumagai, and Sakai (30) 
found a "well defined" optimum duration 
at which the ignition energy was mini-
mized. That duration for propane-air 
mixtures was from 0.05 to 0.3 ms, in 
agreement with earlier measurements re-
ported by Swett (43) and with the result 
of observations bY-Eckhoff and Enstad for 
dusts (14). Those optimum spark dura-
tions are-Comparable to the aforemention-
ed independently measured values for TI , 
observed by Litchfield (36) and Lintin 
and Wooding (35). They thus tend to con-
firm the expectation that the most effi-
cient transfer of energy from the elec-
tric spark to the incipient flame occurs 
when the two time constants are matched; 
that is, when Td ~ TI • 
With these considerations in mind, the 
most prudent approach would seem to re-
quire that the time constant involved in 
relating energy to power be considered 
init i ally a s a va r i a bl e , T . 
sets 
Thu s on~ 
Em j n = Pm in T, (30) 
and substituting both forms of equation 
28 into 30 one obtains first 
in terms of the quenching 
Or, in terms of the ideal 
ity (Su)lde al ' the minimum 
gy becomes 
diameter, d q • 
burning veloc-
ignition ener-
The predictions of equation 31 are com-
pared with the data in figure 27. Clear-
ly, the empirical d q
2 dependence dis-
covered by Lewis and von Elbe for 
hydrocarbon-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures is 
in excellent agreement with the predic-
tion of equation 31. The data reproduced 
in figure 27 show that Emln correlates 
with d q 2 over a four-order-of-magnitude 
range in E mln • 
For a more quantitative comparison one 
sets (Su)a' the horizontal limit burning 
velocity for quenching by natural convec-
tion, equal to its normal value of 6 cmls 
(21, 23) and lets c = 0.30 cal g-l K-l, 
P-u- 1~x l0-3 g/cm3 , (T b )£ = 1500 K, and 
Tu = 300 K. The result is 
Emln (mJ) = 34 T (ms) d q
2 (cm2 ). (33) 
As the theoretical line in figure 27 
shows, quantitative agreement between 
equation 33 and the data is obtained for 
T ~ 0.18 ms. 
That value of T is in the range of the 
values independently measured by Litch-
field (36) and Lintin and Wooding (35) 
for the "clear appearance of flame:-" 
That value of 0.18 ms is also in the mid-
range of the values reported by Kono, 



























QUENCHING DIAMETER, em 
FIGURE 27. - Relationship between the minimum igni-
tion energy and the quenching diameter for gases (~). 
spark duration. Could the agreement be-
tween that T-value of 0.18 ms and the 
Tr values independently measured by the 
aforementioned researchers mean that the 
sparks used to obtain the energies re-
ported in figure 27 were characterized by 
discharge durations that were all opti-
mal? Is it plausible that in all those 
cases Td ~ Tr? That conclusion does not 
seem plausible if it is recalled that the 
data reported in figure 27 include a 
range of pressures from 0.1 to 2.5 atm, a 
range of oxygen contents from air to pure 
oxygen, and a broad range of equivalence 
ratios. Rather, it is more likely that 
the spark duration Td's were all much 
shorter than the Tr'S, but that their 
peak power levels were always small 
enough so that acoustic and radiant ener-
gy losses from the minimum ignition vol-
ume were insignificant fractions of the 
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spar k energy deposited in the gap (14) . 
If that is the case, what meaning--is 
there then to the constancy of the T-
value obtained from the data fit to equa-
tion 33? What is the physical signifi-
cance to the absolute magnitude of 0.18 
ms for that T-value? 
The temptation is very strong to simply 
associate that T-value with Tj, the in-
duction time for the establishment of an 
incipient flame front at the boundary of 
the minimum ignition volume . However , is 
it plausible to expect a constant Tr -
value for all the mixtures represented by 
the data in figure 27? After all, they 
include a range of pressures from 0.1 to 
2.5 atm, four different fuels (methane, 
ethane, propane, and hydrogen), a range 
of oxygen contents from air to pure oxy-
gen, and a range of stoichiometries from 
lean to rich. The combustion energy den-
sities and kinetic rates would vary mark-
edly for such mixtures. It should be 
remembered, however, that while minimum 
energy densities for initiation vary 
markedly, the minimum volumes that are to 
be activated also vary but in inverse 
p r opo r tion t o those ene r gy densities. 
Similarly, although intrinsic burning ve" 
locities for those cases vary markedly, 
the "travel distance" for the incipient 
flame front is, in effect, the quenching 
radius r q , and that radius also scales in 
inverse proportion to the burning veloc-
ity (equation 27). Thus it may be plau-
sible to expect an invariant Tr-value 
even over over such a wide range of ex-
perimental conditions. 
During the incipient stage of kernel 
development there are t~ sources of en-
ergy available to the developing kernel. 
The first is the electrical energy depos-
ited in the spark channel volume; the 
second is the energy being released by 
the combustion process within that same 
volume. The former, which is the quanti-
ty that is measured as the minimum igni--
tion energy, only supplements the latter 
so that the higher the combustion energy 
in the minimum volume, the lower the re-
quired ignition energy. Although it is 
only the former that is measured exper-
imentally when a flame is produced, the 
Tr value should be sensitive to both. 
Since both energies are involved in the 
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incipient stages of flame propagation and 
they are both spatially averaged over 
minimum volumes that are self-adjusting 
for various pressures, oxygen contents, 
fuels, and stoichiometries, it is not un-
reasonable to expect that the sum of 
those two energy densities would tend to 
be invar iant . As a result, t he i nduction 
time for the transition from spark initi-
ation within the quenching radius to in-
dependent propagation to just beyond rq 
could reflect that constant total energy 
density and could also tend to be 
invariant. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The electrical ignition hazard for 
fuels has been traditionally specified in 
terms of their minimum ignition energies. 
For gases, the measurements are relative '·' 
ly simple and the results are in reason-
able agreement with the established com-
bustion theory (33). The measurements 
are complicated for dusts because the 
lowest ignition energies are obtained for 
a quiescent system, but the high dust 
concentrations at which the minima occur 
require turbulence for dispersion. 
Therefore, the true absolute minimum ig-
nition energies may probably never be me-
asured for dust clouds. However, the 
relative minimum ignition energies for 
various dusts can be measured, and these 
provide an estimate of the relative elec-
trical ignition hazard for the various 
dusts. The minimum ignition energies for 
dusts are apparatus dependent as shown in 
this report, but the relative order of 
ignitability for different dusts can be 
useful in a hazard evaluation. 
It is important to realize that a dif-
ference in minimum ignition energies of a 
factor of 2 may not be significant. Per-
haps only if the minimum ignition ener-
gies of two dusts differ by almost an 
order of magnitude or more, can the one 
dust be considered less hazardous elec-
trically than the other. This can be 
seen in the minimum spark ignition data 
in this report (table 2). The minimum 
ignition energy value for lycopodium was 
slightly less than that for polyethylene 
in the 1.2-L furnace at room temperature 
but slightly higher than that for poly-
ethylene in the 20-L chamber., The final 
conclusion is that these two dusts are 
about equal in electrical ignition hazard 
at room temperature. Pittsburgh coal 
dust, however, is more difficult to ig-
nite than either lycopodium or polyethyl-
ene in either apparatus and is therefore 
less hazardous electrically. 
The temperature coefficients for the 
electrical ignitability were also mea-
sured at various concentrations. The 
generalization that most dusts are more 
easily spark ignitable at elevated tem-
peratures than at room temperatures is 
confirmed for the three dusts with the 
exception of polyethylene above 1000 C. 
Its melting behavior causes a reversal of 
that normal trend. The temperature coef-
ficient for the spark ignition energy is 
sensitive to both the type of dust and 
its concentration. 
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APPENDIX.--SYMBOLS AND NOMEN~LATURE 
Autoignition temperature. 
Heat capacity. 
Heat capacity at tempera-
ture T. 
Effective heat capacity. 
Capacitance. 
Lean flammability limits 
(in mass concentration) 
at temperature T and 




Mass- or volume-weighted 
mean particle diameter. 
Electrical potential or 
voltage. 
Stored electrical energy 
of external circuit for 
spark. 
Minimum ignition energy. 
Gravitational acceleration. 
Hydrogen-to-carbon ratio. 
Heat of combustion. 
Lean flammability limits 
in volume percent at tem-

















Minimum steady-state power 
for ignition. 
Instantaneous power of 
spark discharge. 
Explosion probability. 
Probability of the ex-
istence of a flammable 
volume. 
Ignition probability. 
Probability of spark 
ignition. 
Probability of thermal 
auto ignition. 
Radius of minimum igni-
tion volume or quenching 
radius. 
Gas constant. 
Limit burning velocity. 






Final temperature of spark 
discharge channel. 
Limit flame temperature. 
Temperature of unburned 
gases. 
Initial and final vol-
umes of spark discharge 
channel. 









E: e ff 
Chamber volume. 
Initial and final unaf-
fected volumes of cham-
ber (i.e., total volume 
minus spark channel 
volume) • 
Change in the unaffected 
volume of chamber. 
Work done by spark in 
raising pressure of 
chamber. 
Mol fractions of compo-
nents in mixture. 
Effective diffusivity. 
General temperature coef-
ficient for any fuel. 
Temperature coefficient for 
paraffin hydrocarbons. 
Effective spark energy, 
equal to 2.5 Vo/:,p. 
* U.S. GPO: 1985-505.n19/20,115 
v 
P T , P 25 






Total spark energy. 
Degrees of freedom in the 
motion of an atomic or 
molecular system. 
Density of fuel at temper-
ature T and 25° C, 
respectively. 
Density of unburned and 
burned gases, 
respectively. 
Density of flammable 
mixture. 
Time. 
Length of time of spark 
discharge. 
Chemical kinetic induction 
time. 
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